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needs and interests, and properly reflect the con-
cerns of all Public Service Attorneys. 

The Committee is looking forward to continuing the
momentum with this second edition of the GLP Journal. As
you may recall, this is a collaborative effort, as the Com-
mittee works with the Albany Law School’s Government
Law Center, headed by the ever dynamic and indefatiga-
ble Patty Salkin, in conjunction with Rose Mary Bailly and
Professor Vin Bonventre. The quality of this publication is
as a direct result of the hard work of these individuals
with the Editorial Board and authors of the various arti-
cles. I strongly encourage those of you reading this edition
to come forward with ideas for the next edition of the Gov-
ernment, Law and Policy Journal.

As we now go to press in the Spring of 2000, Commit-
tee Member Tyrone Butler’s CLE program on Administra-
tive Adjudication is about to be held in three locations
throughout the state. This is another first for the Commit-
tee, and we are grateful to Tyrone and his colleagues for
their efforts in producing this program, and also to
NYSBA’s CLE Committee and CLE Director Terry Brooks
for their support in sponsoring this excellent seminar.
Many attorneys in public service in the past indicated that
more targeted MCLE programs would greatly enhance
their NYSBA membership, and this collaboration is further
proof of the Association’s commitment to addressing our
needs.

Each of these endeavors epitomizes the spirit of public
service attorneys. Team work and cooperation were appar-
ent in all aspects.

On a personal note, this past year was a time of
change and some turbulent periods. I held three positions
within one year, all of which were in government service.
Throughout these changes I knew that I could rely upon
the members of the committee to step in to assure that this
Committee’s mission stays in focus. I would like to thank
all of the members of the Committee who have worked
tirelessly to make certain that the mission does not floun-
der, a special thanks to my Vice-chair Hank Greenberg and
our NYSBA Staff Liaison Pat Wood for their attention to
detail and follow through.

Let’s continue the GLC and other successful partner-
ships focusing on government lawyers within the New
York State Bar Association and all bar organizations. With
your help we can continue to use our voice effectively to
represent all Attorneys in Public Service.

Tricia Troy Alden
Chair of the Committee on
Attorneys in Public Service

Tricia Troy Alden is Vice President-General Counsel
& Secretary for The Long Island Rail Road Company.
She formerly served on the Attorney General’s Executive
Staff as Assistant Attorney General in Charge of Recruit-
ment and Legal Education and later as an Assistant
County Attorney for Suffolk County.

Welcome to the second edi-
tion of the Government, Law and
Policy Journal, which is proof
positive of the commitment of
the New York State Bar Associ-
ation’s continued focus on the
unique needs of government
and non profit agency attor-
neys. This past year has been
one filled with significant mile-
stones for our Committee on
Attorneys in Public Service.

• The first Government, Law
and Policy Journal was distributed in November and
focused on Ethics issues. I am pleased to report it
was a huge success and has been garnering praise
throughout New York State.

• Our Committee’s 2000 Annual Meeting CLE pro-
gram on “Is the Supreme Court Changing the Bal-
ance of Power? The Sovereign Immunity Cases,”
proved exceedingly timely in light of the recent
Supreme Court decision. Committee Member
Marge McCoy of the Court of Appeals was instru-
mental in suggesting Professor Chemerinsky, Syd-
ney M. Irmas Professor of Public Interest Law, Legal
Ethics and Political Science, University of Southern
California Law School, a nationally renowned
author and lecturer on the topic of Sovereign
Immunity. I thank Marge for her insights in identi-
fying this topic and for her assistance with this pro-
gram, and Professor Chemerinsky for providing a
thought-provoking seminar for our participants.

• Our First Annual Award for Excellence in Public
Service was presented to Judge Joseph Bellacosa at
the annual meeting in January. Patricia Bucklin not
only worked on the First Annual Award for Excel-
lence along with Rachel Kretser and Robert Smith,
but she lent a personal touch to the evening and the
presentation, making it all the more meaningful for
Judge Bellacosa. Many thanks to Patricia. I am
advised that our awards ceremony and networking
reception provided NYSBA members with an
opportunity to meet many of New York’s finest
jurists and dignitaries who attended to honor Judge
Bellacosa. I thank Hank Greenberg for stepping in
at the last minute to act as Master of Ceremonies
due to my illness. From all accounts, a good time
was had by all.

• Our Committee web site is up and running, so
please visit us under NYSBA’s committee web sites
at www.nysba.org. Committee Member Michael
Moran has done a spectacular job in his initial
design of the web site, and welcomes your input so
that we can build a viable interactive web site. In
this edition of the GLP Journal we ask for your feed-
back and help, so that we can better serve your
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The Committee on Attorneys in Public Service Promotes
Excellence and Provides Services to the Public Bar
By Henry M. Greenberg
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These are the values the Committee promotes
through the Award—values exemplified by Judge Bella-
cosa. Throughout more than 30 years in public service
Judge Bellacosa has demonstrated an abiding commit-
ment to doing the public good. Since 1987 he has sat on
the Court of Appeals, and before that served as Chief
Administrative Judge of all New York State courts
(1985-1987), Chair of the New York State Sentencing
Guidelines Committee (1983-1985), Chief Clerk and
Counsel of the Court of Appeals (1975-1983), Law Sec-
retary to a former Presiding Justice of the Appellate
Division, Second Department, and Professor of Law
and Assistant Dean at St. John’s University School of
Law (1970-1975). Simply put, if you think of a career as
a work of art, Judge Bellacosa has painted a master-
piece!

Winston Churchill once said that you make a living
by what you get, but you make a life by what you give.
Over his long and distinguished career, Judge Bellacosa
has given, and given, and given. By making him the
first recipient of the Award for Excellence in Public Ser-
vice, the Committee honors not only him, but also an
ideal to which all of us can aspire.

The Committee has not rested on its laurels since
the Annual Meeting. This Spring, for example, the
Committee sponsored a CLE program in Albany, Buffa-
lo, and New York City focusing on the prosecution and
judging of administrative hearings. This program repre-
sented the only practice-oriented CLE offering of its
kind available to attorneys in New York State.

As you can see, the Committee has been extremely
busy, and the best is yet to come. Indeed, over the next
several months we plan on announcing a number of
new initiatives designed to promote excellence and pro-
vide services to the public bar. Stay tuned!

Henry M. Greenberg, Vice-chair of the NYSBA
Committee on Attorneys in Public Service, is General
Counsel to the New York State Department of Health.
His previous government positions include law clerk
to Chief Judge Judith Kaye and Assistant U.S. Attor-
ney, Northern District New York.

The Committee on Attor-
neys in Public Service took
center stage at the 2000 Annu-
al Meeting of the New York
State Bar Association this past
January in New York City.

The Committee sponsored
a well-attended continuing
legal education (“CLE”) pro-
gram on recent U.S. Supreme
Court decisions expanding the
sovereign immunity of state
governments and challenging the power of the federal
government. Presented by the nationally recognized
constitutional scholar and Supreme Court commentator,
Erwin Chemerinsky, the program was tailored to meet
the unique needs of government attorneys and received
rave reviews.

Also during the Annual Meeting, the Committee
gave its first annual “Award for Excellence in Public
Service” to Judge Joseph W. Bellacosa. The reception for
Judge Bellacosa—who will soon retire from the Court of
Appeals to become Dean of St. John’s Law School—
drew a veritable “Who’s Who” of the bench and bar
with close to 200 in attendance. The event epitomized
everything our Committee seeks to accomplish. Here’s
why. 

The mission of the Committee—pure and simple—
is to advance the interests of attorneys in public service.
To that end, the Committee created the Award to honor
attorneys who have committed themselves to the high-
est and noblest calling afforded by our profession: to
preserve and protect the public.  

To be sure, recipients of the Award must distinguish
themselves in public service. But the Award honors
more than professional success. The Committee seeks to
recognize an individual who embodies Louis Brandeis’
vision of government attorneys being “the People’s
lawyers.” The Award, therefore, is given to an attorney
whose career bespeaks a passion for justice and a singu-
lar commitment to the public interest. 



NYSBA 2000 Annual Meeting Highlights
The NYSBA Attorneys in Public Service Committee sponsored two events at the 2000 Annual Meeting. The first was

an MCLE program, “Is the Supreme Court Changing the Balance of Power? The Sovereign Immunity Cases,” presented
by Professor Erwin Chemerinsky, a professor from the USC Law School. The program was chaired by Committee Mem-
ber, Marge McCoy.

The educational event was followed by the Committee’s presentation of its first Award for Excellence in Public Ser-
vice. The recipient was Court of Appeals Judge Joseph Bellacosa. He was honored for his three decades of extraordinary
contributions as a public service attorney. Over 150 NYSBA colleagues and members of the judiciary attended the recep-
tion.
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Erwin ChemerinskyMarge McCoy

NYSBA President Thomas Rice shares person-
al perspectives on the Judge’s selection as the
award recipient. Hank Greenberg, Committee
vice chair, and Pat Bucklin, Awards Committee
co-chair, also spoke at the event.

Judge Joseph Bellacosa

NYSBA President Tom Rice
presents the Award for

Excellence in Public Service to
Judge Joseph Bellacosa



Technology and public
service attorneys. A potent
combination with profound
implications. Perhaps noth-
ing else will have so enor-
mous an impact on the
development and direction
of the law in the foreseeable
future as the confluence of
these two forces. It thus
seems especially fitting that
this first issue of the GLP
Journal in the (putative?)
new millennium be devoted
to the legal uses—and abuses—and ramifications of the
role of technological innovations in government.

Response to the inaugural issue of this Journal was
enthusiastically positive. Ethical questions confronting
government attorneys were explored in a diverse collec-
tion of articles that readers evidently agreed under-
scored and illuminated the significance of the topic. We
have good reason to hope that readers will similarly
find this current issue to be interesting, enlightening,
and provocative.

Certainly, the legal and policy questions that arise
out of the intersection of government and technology
are as compelling as they are ubiquitous and vexatious.
A sampling of the most salient of technology’s promise
and problems is presented in the varied selections here.
As in GLP’s first issue, the articles offered here are
intended to be not only edifying, but also readable,
accessible, enjoyable, and where appropriate, lively. We
believe our readers will find that the contents of this
issue fit that bill.

Introductory comments cum warnings by Fred
Provorny, the head of Albany Law School’s Science and
Technology Center, note that no aspect of the public
sector is untouched by the “possibilities and pitfalls” of
rapidly changing technology. In an article authored
with Brenda Stadel, Provorny then turns his eye to the
European Union’s efforts to protect private information.
The co-authors examine the rather comprehensive pro-
visions in the “EU Directive” dealing with the collection
and dissemination of personal data, and contrast these
European regulations to the limited protections various-
ly found in American statute and common law. In a
related article, Gina Marie Stevens takes a look at some
specific responses taken by the federal government to
the proliferation of electronic, online information and
the attendant threats to personal privacy. Michael
Moran considers a twist on the theme: personal misuse

of the Internet and e-mail
by individual employees,
and preventive measures,
both legal and technical,
available to organizations
to address this growing
concern.

Robert Freeman looks
at New York’s Freedom of
Information Law and the
ways in which the revolu-
tion in information technol-
ogy has necessarily revolu-
tionized the availability of government records to the
public, and concomitantly, the precautions needed to
guarantee security. Peter Reinharz, Barry Steinhardt and
David Kaye provide a mini-symposium on governmen-
tal collection, storage and dissemination of DNA data.
Reinharz applauds the benefits to law enforcement;
Steinhardt decries yet another government intrusion on
individual privacy; and Kaye tries his hand at balancing
competing constitutional interests.

James Natoli directs our attention to geographic
information systems, i.e., “computerized mapping [and]
much more.” He discusses the uses and implications of
this powerful tool for a wide range of public endeavors,
from community planning to law enforcement. Amy
Vance reports on a pilot program in New York that per-
mits the use of fax and electronic filing of court papers;
reductions in cost and time, and increase in accessibility
are expected. In his essay on Internet resources for the
legal practitioner, Kirk Lewis reviews the searchable
data bases he has found valuable in supplementing a
limited traditional library. Lastly, Donald Berens ana-
lyzes four ethical questions arising from the increased
presence of new technology in the work of government
employees; two are hypothetical, two real, all four
implicate New York’s Public Officers Law.

A journal such as this is obviously not possible
without the special efforts of several individuals and the
good collaboration of many more. Collectively, of
course, our authors are responsible for the content of
this issue. Individually, credit for this issue belongs fore-
most to Associate Editor Rose Mary Bailly. She took pri-
mary responsibility for the solicitation and selection of
manuscripts, for the completion of editorial prepara-
tions, and for the coordination of duties and organiza-
tion of materials. Everything good about this issue ben-
efited from her hands-on role in the entire editorial
process. 
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those of legitimate law enforcement. Two articles
involve new technologies that will revolutionize the
ways in which geographic information will be analyzed
and used and justice will be administered. Other arti-
cles involve consideration of novel challenges to
employers emanating from providing employees with
access to the Internet and E-mail in the workplace, as
well as the tension between maintaining privacy of
information and the impact of technology on the public
disclosure of government records in the contexts of the
New York Freedom of Information Law, the Internet
and the relative protection afforded personal informa-
tion in the European Union and the United States.
Finally, one article deals with complex and troublesome
problems of government ethics occasioned by the con-
flicts that may arise from public employment and the
commercialization of technology and the concomitant
inducements to entrepreneurship. 

These articles thus provide a smattering of the vir-
tually endless array of issues that will confront govern-
ment lawyers as they navigate the uncharted waters of
the new technological age. But navigate them they
must. The Chair of the National Governors’ Associa-
tion, Gov. Michael Leavitt of Utah, put it this way:
“States can fight the changes and die, accept them and
survive, or lead and prosper.”3

New York is fortunate to have many institutions
that are poised to make the state a leader in the technol-
ogy revolution. One that is especially well suited to
assisting government lawyers and policymakers is the
Science and Technology Law CenterSM at Albany Law
School. At the core of the Center’s mission is working
closely with the state and local governments in dealing
with issues such as those featured in these articles and
conducting research and educational programs into
ways to use the legal system to make the state more
competitive but protect the values that make the United
States the envy of the rest of the world. For all of us
committed to serving the public, the trip into this new
territory may be disorienting at times, but the rewards
of more efficient, responsive and useful government
will be breathtaking.

Endnotes
1. See Robert Tanner, Governors Pour Billions into Internet Technolo-

gy, Albany Times Union, Feb. 28, 2000, at A1, col. 5.

2. Id. at A6, col. 2.

3. Id. at A6, col. 3.

Frederick A. Provorny is the Director of the Sci-
ence and Technology Center of Albany Law School.
He also holds the Harold R. Tyler Chair in Law and
Technology.

The technological revolution epitomized by the
mushrooming use of the Internet has had a profound
impact on state and local governments. At the National
Governors’ Association meeting held at the end of Feb-
ruary 2000, it became apparent that state government is
investing billions of dollars in technology this year in a
frenetic effort to keep up with the new information-
based economy.1 New York Times correspondent Thomas
Friedman struck a responsive chord with the assembled
state chief executives when he told them, “If the United
States of America doesn’t become as efficient as Ameri-
ca Online, government will become irrelevant.”2 Given
the direction in which governments at all levels is head-
ing, it is indispensable that lawyers in the public sector
become familiar with, and responsive to, the sea
changes that new technology will engender.

From paying taxes over the Internet, online auto-
mobile registration, voting by computer, “smart cards”
containing a person’s complete medical history, “virtu-
al” trials and appeals in litigation and other develop-
ments once considered in the realm of science fiction,
government—and governance—as we know it is chang-
ing rapidly. There is no aspect of public life—from law
enforcement and administration of criminal justice, to
economic development—that can hide from it. People
are becoming increasingly comfortable with computers
and the Internet, are getting accustomed to reading
about breakthroughs in the diagnosis and treatment of
disease, and expect their governments to adapt to these
advances. However, concern mounts about security, pri-
vacy of personal information, crime on the information
superhighway, and the impact of technology on our
democratic institutions. The recent publicity about
hackers breaking into popular Web sites and shutting
them down has increased pressure on governments at
all levels to make these issues high priorities. The fact
that some of the most notorious hackers come from out-
side the United States causes many to seek a worldwide
solution to these thorny problems. This is an area in
which governments will be perceived as having a spe-
cial responsibility to work in collaboration with the pri-
vate sector. 

The articles in this issue reflect some of the possibil-
ities and pitfalls with which government lawyers must
be concerned in the 21st century. Three articles are
about the involuntary collection and retention of DNA
samples from persons arrested for crimes. Society will
have to balance the benefits of having a large DNA
database which can be used either to identify hitherto
undetected criminals or to exonerate those wrongfully
convicted with the potential that the genetic informa-
tion so obtained can be used for purposes other than

Introduction: The Technological Revolution in Government
By Frederick A. Provorny



Protection of Personal Privacy Information in the
European Union and the United States
By Frederick A. Provorny and Brenda M. Stadel
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The European Union (EU)
has recognized the importance
of protective personal privacy
without unduly hindering the
collection and dissemination
of valuable data within the
Member States. In response to
personal privacy concerns, the
EU has adopted Directive
95/46/EC on the Protection of
Individuals with Regard to the
Processing of Personal Data
and the Free Movement of
Such Data (“EU Directive”).9 The most significant pro-
visions of the EU Directive will be described below.

In the United States, statutory protection of person-
al privacy has been offered only with respect to specific
aspects of particular issues, such as credit and banking,
medical records, and tax records.10 There is also federal
legislation protecting the privacy of electronic commu-
nications.11

Of the various protections provided, most concern
the confidentiality of particular types of records rather
than the right to correct inaccurate information. How-
ever, the Fair Credit Reporting Act12 is an example of
legislation which allows for the review and correction
of data by the data subject. There has been no blanket
protection such as that provided in the EU to give indi-
viduals rights to object to the dissemination of their
personal information or to correct information collected
about them. There is also a limited degree of personal
privacy protection under common law theories of
defamation, invasion of privacy and implied contract.13

The adoption of the EU Directive has already affect-
ed businesses and governmental entities in the United
States.14 For instance, advocates of personal privacy
protection in the United States support the adoption of
standards equivalent to those in the EU Directive.15

Businesses not only oppose the adoption of legislation
modeled after the EU Directive, but have expressed
concerns about the effect of the directive on their ability
to gather information they perceive is necessary.16

An exhaustive comparison of the EU Directive with
the specific statutory protection provided under state
and federal law is beyond the scope of this article.
However, this article will examine the most significant

Introduction
For many years there has

been a tension between the
needs of individuals to keep
personal information private
and legitimate needs of public
and private entities for such
information. Personal infor-
mation may include names
and addresses; buying habits;
personal preferences; and
health, credit and employ-
ment records. Such information can be very valuable to
businesses and government entities, not only for direct
marketing purposes but also for business development,
market analysis and the targeting of various social ser-
vices.1 As discussed below, in the United States protec-
tion is limited to discrete types of information rather
than to personal privacy in general. In many cases pro-
tection is restricted to personal information held by
government entities rather than the private sector2 and
some statutes which purport to protect privacy in the
private sector actually do the reverse.3

The advance of technology has made it increasingly
easy to collect and disseminate information about pri-
vate individuals.4 Private government databases are
increasingly being networked. Often information is col-
lected without the knowledge or control of the individ-
uals (“data subjects”).5 As a result, without appropriate
protection for data subjects, information may be collect-
ed, disseminated without knowledge or permission and
misused.6 An additional problem is the maintenance
and dissemination of inaccurate information, particular-
ly when the information is used to make decisions
about a particular data subject, without the data sub-
ject’s knowledge that the data exist or are inaccurate.7

Another factor which has assisted the collecting,
processing and dissemination of personal information is
the use of national identification numbers, such as
social security numbers in the United States. Such num-
bers, although developed for public purposes, have
effectively evolved into keys to sets of personal infor-
mation. As a result, an individual’s social security num-
ber may be used to obtain vast amounts of that individ-
ual’s personal information.8
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provisions of the EU Directive and will consider the
federal Fair Credit Reporting Act;17 and the New York
Personal Privacy Protection Law18 and the Freedom of
Information Law.19

The EU Directive
The EU Directive was adopted to protect two com-

peting interests: the free movement of data within the
Member States of the EU and the personal privacy of
individuals.20 The free movement of data within the
Member States would occur through the standardiza-
tion of their respective national laws regulating data-
base privacy.21 The privacy of individuals would be
protected by limiting the purposes for which data may
be collected and disseminated;22 providing for regulato-
ry oversight by Member States; and conferring enforce-
ment rights upon data subjects. The data subjects must
be notified upon the collection or dissemination of per-
sonal data,23 may object to the processing of personal
data,24 and may sue for damages.25 In addition, the EU
Directive requires protection of the confidentiality and
integrity of the data.26

The scope of the EU Directive is very broad, except
that it does not apply to matters which are outside the
scope of EU law and those which concern public securi-
ty, defense, State Security and criminal law; and purely
personal or household activities.27 The EU Directive
applies to “. . . the processing of personal data wholly
or partly by automatic means, and to the processing
otherwise than by automatic means of personal data
which forms part of a filing system or are intended to
form part of a filing system.”28 Processing includes any
type of “. . . operation or set of operations which is per-
formed upon personal data . . .”29 Examples of process-
ing include, but are not limited to, the collection, stor-
age and dissemination of data.30 The controller of the
data “. . . determines the purposes and means of the
processing of personal data . . .” and may be a natural
or legal person, public authority, agency or body.31 The
controller may designate a processor to complete the
actual processing.32

Personal data include “. . . any information relating
to an identified or identifiable natural person (‘data
subject’) . . .”33 “[A]n identified person is one who can
be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by ref-
erence to an identification number or to one or more
factors specific to his physical, physiological, mental,
economic, cultural or social identity.”34

Furthermore, the EU Directive applies to the gov-
ernmental units of Member States as well as to the pri-
vate sector. It also applies to the institutions of the EU,
even though by its terms it would appear not to apply.35

Member States are required to provide by legisla-
tion that personal data must be (1) processed fairly and
lawfully; (2) collected for specified, explicit and legiti-
mate purpose; (3) adequate, relevant and not excessive
considering the purposes for which the data is collect-
ed; (4) accurate and if necessary kept up to date; and (5)
traceable to particular data subjects for no longer than
is necessary.36 Member States must also provide that
data may be processed only under one of the following
circumstances: with the unambiguous consent of the
data subject;37 when processing is necessary for the per-
formance of a contact to which the data subject is party
or to take preliminary steps requested by the data sub-
ject prior to contracting; to satisfy a legal obligation to
which the controller is subject; to protect vital interests
of the data subject; to perform a task in the public inter-
est or exercise of official authority of the controller or
third party to whom the data are disclosed; or where
processing is necessary for legitimate interests of the
controller or third party to whom the data are dis-
closed.38 Although this last exception could swallow the
rule if read expansively, processing data for purposes of
the legitimate interests of the controller or third party is
not permitted where such interests are overridden by
the data subject’s fundamental rights and freedoms.39

Member States are also required to determine more
specifically the conditions under which a national iden-
tification number or other identifier of general applica-
tion may be processed40 and under which processing of
data, in general, will be considered lawful.41

With exceptions, Member States are required to pro-
hibit “. . . processing of personal data revealing racial or
ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophi-
cal beliefs, trade-union membership, and the processing
of data concerning health or sex life.”42 The exceptions
are numerous and include, for example: processing
with the explicit consent43 of the data subjects except
where the laws of Member States do not allow consent
to override the prohibition; processing to meet obliga-
tions and rights of the controller with respect to
employment law; and where it is necessary to protect
the vital interests of the data subject or another person
when the data subject is physically or legally incapable
of giving consent.44

Member States must also provide for one or more
public authorities to act as supervisory authorities in
monitoring the application of the legislation implement-
ing the directive.45 The responsibility to monitor
requires direct oversight over the processing of data.
For instance, before processing data, controllers must
provide notification to the supervisory authority.46

Member States are required to identify those operations
which are likely to “. . . present specific risks to the
rights and freedoms of data subjects” and to examine
those operations before the processing.47 In addition,
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which are sufficiently precise and unconditional as
against Member States only upon the expiration of the
Member State’s deadline to adopt implementing legisla-
tion.60 The EU Directive by itself, however, does not
authorize private individuals and entities to enforce the
provisions of the EU Directive against each other.
Therefore, the enabling legislation of each Member
State is necessary to provide full protection to the pri-
vate sector.61 It is also possible, given the discretion
afforded Member States, that there may be slight differ-
ences between the Member States.

Fair Credit Reporting Act
The Fair Credit Reporting Act62 provides consumers

with certain protections against the misuse of their
credit histories. These protections include disclosure of
consumer credit reports only in certain specified situa-
tions,63 prohibition of disclosure of medical information
on credit reports unless the consumer consents,64 rights
of consumers to obtain a copy of their credit reports,65

rights of consumers to correct inaccurate information
on their credit reports,66 and limits on the data that can
be provided on a credit report.67

Credit reports may only be disclosed to persons
other than the particular consumer in accordance with a
court order, under written instructions of the consumer
directing disclosure, to child support collection agencies
in certain instances, or for certain specified purposes.68

Such specified purposes include where the credit
reporting agency has reason to believe the information
will be used for employment purposes; for underwrit-
ing insurance for the consumer; in relation to a credit
transaction involving the consumer; for determining the
eligibility of the consumer for a license or other benefit
granted by a governmental entity which is required to
consider the applicant’s financial responsibility or sta-
tus; by a potential investor or insurer with respect to
valuation or assessment of the credit of prepayment
risks of an existing credit obligation; or for a legitimate
business need regarding a business transaction initiated
by the consumer or to review an existing account for
compliance with the terms of the account.69

Disclosures of consumer credit reports for employ-
ment purposes are subject to conditions. For instance,
before disclosing a consumer credit report for employ-
ment purposes, the consumer must be notified that a
credit report will be obtained and must authorize the
disclosure of the report.70 If action adverse to the con-
sumer is taken upon the report, the employer must pro-
vide the consumer with a copy of the consumer report
and a description of the consumer’s rights under the
Fair Credit Reporting Act.

Consumers also have certain rights with regard to
unsolicited credit or insurance transactions. In such

Member States must provide for the publication of pro-
cessing operations and require the supervising authori-
ty to keep a register of processing operations for which
it has received notifications.48

The rights provided to private individuals under
the directive also serve to regulate database creation,
maintenance and dissemination. For instance, whether
the information is collected from individuals directly or
from other sources, individuals have certain notification
rights. Regardless of how the data are collected, data
subjects must be notified of the identity of the controller
and representatives of the controller; the purposes of
the processing; the recipients or categories of recipients;
and the right to access and correct the data.49 If the
information is collected directly from the data subjects,
they must also be notified as to whether replies to ques-
tions are required or optional as well as the conse-
quences for failure to reply.50 If the information is not
collected from the data subjects directly, they must also
be notified of the categories of data that will be collect-
ed.51 If data are not collected from the individual direct-
ly, the individual has the right to notification at the time
of the recording of the data, or if the information is to
be disclosed to a third party, at the time of such disclo-
sure.52

Individuals are also given the right to access the
databases regarding their personal information and to
request correction of inaccurate information. Individu-
als may also object to their personal information being
processed for the purposes of direct marketing.53 The
notification given to data subjects from whom data are
not collected is therefore essential in allowing individu-
als to exercise control over their personal information.
In addition, Member States are required to enact provi-
sions requiring that personal data be accurate and, if
necessary, kept up to date using every reasonable
step.54

The EU Directive also prohibits the transfer of data
to a third country which does not ensure an adequate
level of protection.55 Whether protection is adequate is
determined based upon “. . . the circumstances sur-
rounding a data transfer operation or set of data.”56

Consideration is given to the nature of the data; the
purpose and duration of the processing; the countries of
original and final destination; the laws of the country of
destination; and the professional rules and security
measures followed within the destination country.57 The
provisions are of particular concern to U.S. businesses
because the laws of the United States and of the includ-
ed states may not meet the standards of the EU Direc-
tive for the export of data.58

Finally, the provisions of the EU Directive are
enforceable only upon the implementation of national
laws by Member States;59 or as to those provisions
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instances, a report may be disclosed only if the con-
sumer authorizes disclosure or the transaction involves
a firm offer of credit or insurance and the consumer has
not made an election to have his or her name removed
from lists of names provided by the credit reporting
agency.71

The Fair Credit Reporting Act may be enforced by
the Federal Trade Commission and certain other federal
agencies and states.72 Consumers may also bring suit
against anyone who willfully73 or negligently74 fails to
comply with the Act. In both cases, the consumer may
be awarded actual damages and reasonable attorneys
fees. However, for willful failure to comply, the con-
sumer may also be awarded punitive damages.75

Many of the protections provided under the Fair
Credit Reporting Act are similar to those provided in
the EU Directive. However, credit reporting agencies
are not required to notify a governmental agency upon
each dissemination of data and there are no specific
requirements for credit reporting agencies to protect the
security of the data.

Personal Privacy Protection Law in
New York

In addition to various statutes requiring confiden-
tiality of personal information collected by state agen-
cies, such as tax information, the Public Officers Law
provides for personal privacy protection under Article 6
and Article 6-A.

Personal Privacy Protection Law
Article 6-A of the Public Officers Law, entitled Per-

sonal Privacy Protection Law, provides that State agen-
cies retain “only personal information which is relevant
and necessary to accomplish the purposes of the agency
required to be accomplished by statute or executive
order, or implement a program specifically authorized
by law.”76 An exception is made for unsolicited person-
al information.77 Agencies are also required, among
other things, to maintain the data so that decisions
about the data subject may be made with accuracy, rele-
vance and completeness; collect information directly
from the data subject whenever possible; establish
appropriate safeguards to ensure the security of the
records; provide notification to data subjects from
which they request information from; and provide dis-
closure of the information to the data subjects under
certain circumstances.78 The notification must include
the name of the agency along with any subdivision of
the agency which is requesting the personal informa-
tion; the name and contact information for the agency
official responsible for the records; the authority under
which the information is collected; the principal pur-

pose for collecting the information; and the uses which
will be made of the information. The Public Officers
Law also provides a procedure by which data subjects
may request correction their personal information from
state agencies which hold such information.79

Disclosure of personal information may be made
only under specified circumstances.80 Most of the cir-
cumstances relate to inter or intra governmental trans-
fers of information. However, disclosure may also be
made pursuant to the written consent of the data sub-
ject, court order, statute, or search warrant; as well as
pursuant to FOIL provided that such disclosure would
not constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal pri-
vacy.81

Data subjects who are aggrieved by an agency
action under Article 6-A may commence an Article 78
proceeding and recover reasonable attorney fees and
disbursements reasonably incurred.82 Data subjects
have the burden of proof that the agency lacked a rea-
sonable basis for the action under dispute.83 The right
to commence an Article 78 proceeding does not, howev-
er, affect a data subject’s right to obtain judicial review
or relief in any other form or upon any other basis
which would be otherwise available to the data
subject.84

Freedom of Information Law
Under the Freedom of Information Law (FOIL),

Article 6 of the Public Officers Law,85 the Legislature
and agencies of the state have obligations to disclose
records unless the records fall within an exemption.
One such exemption applies to records for which dis-
closure would constitute an unwarranted violation of
personal privacy.86 An unwarranted invasion of privacy
is not specifically defined. However, examples include,
but are not limited to: disclosure of records of patients
of medical facilities; employment records such as med-
ical, employment, credit histories or personal records;
records of a personal nature when the disclosure could
result in economic or personal hardship to the person
about whom it relates and the information is not rele-
vant to the work of the agency; and information dis-
closed in confidence which is not relevant to the ordi-
nary work of the agency.87 Another example is the sale
or release of lists of names and addresses for use for
commercial or fund-raising purposes.88 However, there
is no invasion of privacy when the data subject consents
to disclosure or requests to see copies of records relat-
ing to him; or if the identifying details are deleted.89

Conclusion
The United States and the individual states should

provide greater protection for personal privacy. Howev-
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match digitized information, electronic information is
potentially much more invasive. Information that is
stored electronically often can be linked by use of the
same key, such as the social security number. Comput-
ers make information multi-functional as vast amounts
of consumer information are collected, generated, sort-
ed, disseminated electronically, and perhaps sold, with
or without consent. How valuable the information is
depends on how descriptive it is. The proliferation of
online personal information, along with several well
publicized collections and uses of online personal infor-
mation for unauthorized purposes, has focused the
attention of consumers, privacy advocates, online ser-
vice providers, Web sites, businesses, trade associations,
courts, the Clinton Administration, and the Congress on
the issue.

Federal Statutory Protections
In the United States there is no comprehensive legal

protection for personal information. The Constitution
protects the privacy of personal information in a limited
number of ways, and extends only to the protection of
the individual against government intrusions. Constitu-
tional guarantees are not applicable unless “state
action” has taken place. Many of the threats to the pri-
vacy of personal information addressed in this paper
occur in the private sector, and are unlikely to meet the
requirements of the “state action” doctrine. As a result,
any limitations placed on the data processing activities
of the private sector will be found not in the federal
Constitution but in federal or state statutory law or
common law.

A patchwork of federal laws exists to protect the
privacy of certain types of personal information. There
is no comprehensive federal privacy statute that pro-
tects personal information in both the public and pri-
vate sectors. A federal statute exists to protect the priva-
cy of personal information collected by the federal
government.10 The private sector’s collection and dis-
closure of personal information has been addressed by
Congress on a sector-by-sector basis. With the exception
of the recently enacted Children’s Online Privacy Pro-
tection Act of 1998, none of these laws specifically cov-
ers the collection of online personal information. Feder-
al laws extend protection to credit,11 electronic
communications,12 education,13 bank account,14 cable,15

video,16 motor vehicle,17 health,18 telecommunications
subscriber,19 and children’s online information.20

It is routinely acknowl-
edged that the success of the
Internet and electronic com-
merce depends upon the reso-
lution of issues related to the
privacy and security of online
personal information.1 Privacy
is thus thrust to the forefront
of policy discussions among
businesses, governments, and
citizens. Threats to the privacy
of personal information arise
primarily as a result of the
widespread increase in the availability and use of com-
puters and computer networks, the corresponding
increase in the disclosure of personal information by
Internet users to Web sites, the routine collection of per-
sonal information about online users by Web sites, and
the utilization of online personal information for direct
marketing and advertising purposes. The Congress,2
the executive branch,3 courts,4 businesses,5 privacy
advocates,6 Web sites and Internet service providers,7
and trade associations8 continue to confront many
issues associated with the privacy of online informa-
tion.

Individuals and businesses increasingly rely upon
computers and computer networks to transact business
and to access the Internet. The use of computers and
computer networks for personal and business transac-
tions has resulted in the creation of vast amounts of
credit and financial information, health information, tax
information, employment information, business infor-
mation, user information, and consumer purchase infor-
mation. Online users may voluntarily disclose personal-
ly identifying information, for example, to an online
service provider for registration or subscription purpos-
es, to a Web site, to a marketer of merchandise, in a chat
room, on a bulletin board, or to an e-mail recipient.
Information about online users is also collected by Web
sites, often without the knowledge of the user, through
technology which tracks, traces and makes portraits of
every interaction with the network. Web sites use
“cookies” files to track information about user behavior,
to understand activity levels within sites, and to build
new Web applications.9

Technologies like data-mining software facilitate the
use of online personal information for commercial pur-
poses. Because of the power of computer networks to
quickly and inexpensively compile, analyze, share, and
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The Clinton Administration’s Approach
to Internet Privacy

The federal government currently has limited
authority over the collection and dissemination of per-
sonal data collected online. The Federal Trade Commis-
sion Act (the “FTC Act”)21 prohibits unfair and decep-
tive practices in and affecting commerce. The FTC Act
authorizes the Commission to seek injunctive and other
equitable relief, including redress, for violations of the
Act, and provides a basis for government enforcement
of certain fair information practices (e.g., failure to com-
ply with stated information practices may constitute a
deceptive practice or information practices may be
inherently deceptive or unfair). However, as a general
matter, the Commission lacks authority to require firms
to adopt information practice policies. 

The Federal Trade Commission has brought
enforcement actions under § 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act to address deceptive online informa-
tion practices. In 1998, GeoCities, operator of one of the
most popular sites on the World Wide Web, agreed to
settle Commission charges that it had misrepresented
the purposes for which it was collecting personal iden-
tifying information from children and adults through its
online membership application form and registration
forms for children’s activities.22 In its second Internet
privacy case, the Commission announced a settlement
with Liberty Financial Companies, Inc., operator of the
Young Investor Web site. The Commission alleged,
among other things, that the site falsely represented
that personal information collected from children,
including information about family finances, would be
maintained anonymously. The consent agreement
would require Liberty Financial to post a privacy policy
on its children’s sites and obtain verifiable consent
before collecting personal identifying information from
children.23

In June 1998, the Federal Trade Commission pre-
sented a report to Congress titled Privacy Online24 based
on its examination of the information practices of over
1400 commercial sites on the World Wide Web, and
assessed private industry’s efforts to implement self-
regulatory programs to protect consumers’ online pri-
vacy. This report included an analysis of 212 sites
directed to children. The FTC identified five core princi-
ples of privacy protection which represent ‘fair informa-
tion practices’: (1) consumers should be given notice of
an entity’s information practices before any personal
information is collected from them; (2) consumers
should be given choice as to how any personal informa-
tion collected from them may be used; (3) individuals
should be given the ability both to access data about
him or herself and to contest that data’s accuracy and
completeness; (4) data collectors must take reasonable
steps to ensure that data be accurate and secure; and (5)

an effective enforcement mechanism must be in place to
enforce the core principles of privacy protection. With
these fair information practice principles and industry
guidelines as background, the Commission conducted a
survey of commercial sites on the World Wide Web. 

Although the Commission has encouraged industry
to address consumer concerns regarding online privacy
through self-regulation, the Commission found that the
vast majority of online businesses had yet to adopt even
the most fundamental fair information practice of
notice. Moreover, trade association guidelines submit-
ted to the Commission did not reflect industry accep-
tance of the basic fair information practice principles,
nor contain the enforcement mechanisms needed for an
effective self-regulatory regime. In the specific area of
children’s online privacy, the Commission recommend-
ed that Congress develop legislation to control online
collection.

The Federal Trade Commission issued a new report
to Congress in July 1999 on Self-Regulation and Online
Privacy25 that assessed the progress made in the protec-
tion of consumers’ online privacy since its June 1998
report. The Commission found that there has been
notable progress in self-regulatory initiatives, and that
online businesses are providing significantly more
notice of their information practices. However, it found
that the vast majority of the sites surveyed collect per-
sonal information from consumers online, and that the
implementation of fair information practices is not
widespread. In light of these results, the Commission
concluded that further improvements are required to
effectively protect consumers’ online privacy. In the
Commission’s view, the emergence of online privacy
seal programs (such as TRUSTe26 and BBBOnLine27) is a
promising development in self-regulation. These pro-
grams require their licensees to abide by codes of online
information practices and to submit to compliance
monitoring in order to display a privacy seal on their
Web site. However, the Commission found that because
only a handful of Web sites participated in online priva-
cy seal programs, that it is too early to judge their effec-
tiveness.

The Commission choose not to recommend legisla-
tion to address the protection of online privacy. Instead
it developed an agenda to further address online priva-
cy issues, and to assess progress in self-regulation. As
part of its agenda, the Federal Trade Commission and
the Department of Commerce recently held a Public
Workshop on Online Profiling to assess the impact of
“online profiling”—the practice of aggregating informa-
tion about consumers’ interests, gathered primarily by
tracking their movements online, and using the profiles
to create targeted advertising on Web sites.28 Another
part of its agenda includes conducting another online
survey to reassess progress in Web sites’ implementa-
tion of fair information practices.
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about the likelihood of actions, other than data block-
ages, being taken against U.S. companies including
ordering erasure of data, ordering access to data, order-
ing rectification, and awarding damages. Another area
of disagreement between the U.S. and the EU is over
the effect of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of 1999 (Pub.
L. No. 106-102). The U.S. would like the European
Commission to declare that the Act is “adequate protec-
tion” for the financial services sector, and also seeks a
similar determination for the Fair Credit Reporting Act.

The Department of Commerce and the European
Commission have initiated their respective governmen-
tal and public reviews of the “safe harbor” arrange-
ment. On February 22, 2000, U.S. and EU officials
announced that substantial progress in the negotiations
has been made which could lead to resolution of the
issue of the adequacy of the U.S. self-regulatory
approach to data privacy.31

Congress’ Response to Internet Privacy
Congress has also undertaken several initiatives

aimed at protecting the privacy of online personal infor-
mation. This year Congress established the Congres-
sional Caucus on Privacy. Last year, Congress enacted
the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of 1999,32 financial services
modernization legislation, that includes provisions to
protect the privacy of personal information maintained
by financial institutions. In addition, in the 106th Con-
gress a number of online privacy bills have been intro-
duced, and hearings have been held on online privacy.
A chronological listing of congressional hearings on
online privacy in the 106th Congress’ follows (hearing
testimony can be found at www.senate.gov and
www.house.gov). In 1998, in response to the concerns
over the privacy of children’s online personal informa-
tion, the 105th Congress passed the Children’s Online
Privacy Protection Act of 1998 (COPPA)33 to prohibit
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in connection
with the collection and use of personally identifiable
information from and about children on the Internet.

The Children’s Online Privacy Protection
Act of 1998

Section 1303 of the Act directs the FTC to adopt reg-
ulations prohibiting unfair and deceptive acts and prac-
tices in connection with the collection and use of per-
sonal information from and about children on the
Internet. Section 1303(b) sets forth a series of privacy
protections to prevent unfair and deceptive online
information collection from or about children. The Act
specifies that operators of Web sites directed to children
or who knowingly collect personal information from
children (1) provide parents notice of their information
practices; (2) obtain prior parental consent for the col-
lection, use and/or disclosure of personal information

The European Union Directive on the
Protection of Personal Data

U.S. and EU officials have been engaged in informal
dialogue concerning implementation of the EU Data
Protection directive which focuses on the goals of
enhancing data protection for European citizens while
maintaining the free flow of personal information
between Europe and the United States. The European
Union Directive on the Protection of Personal Data
became effective October 1998.29 It comprises a general
framework of data protection practices for the process-
ing of personal data, which it defines as “any informa-
tion relating to an identified or identifiable natural per-
son,” about European Union citizens. It will require
each of the sixteen EU member states to enact laws gov-
erning the “processing of personal data.” Significantly,
the Directive obligates EU Member States to prohibit
data transfers to non-European countries that do not
have “adequate levels of protection” for personal data.
Because the United States relies largely on a sectoral
and self-regulatory, rather than legislative, approach to
privacy protection, many U.S. organizations have been
uncertain about the impact of the “adequacy” standard
on personal data transfers from European Community
countries.

In November 1998, the U.S. Department of Com-
merce adopted a “safe harbor” to permit U.S. compa-
nies that voluntarily adhere to the principles to contin-
ue transborder data transfers with EU Member states.
The principles are not intended to govern or affect U.S.
privacy regimes. The principles are designed to serve as
guidance to U.S. organizations seeking to comply with
the “adequacy” requirement of the directive, and would
provide organizations within the safe harbor with a
presumption of adequacy and data transfers from the
European Community to them could continue. The
International Safe Harbor Privacy Principles issued by
the Department of Commerce are: notice, choice,
onward transfer, security, data integrity, access, and
enforcement.30 The “enforcement” principle establishes
mechanisms for ensuring compliance with the princi-
ples and includes independent recourse mechanisms,
systems to verify the privacy practices of businesses,
and obligations to remedy implementation problems
arising from the principles.

The enforcement issue has been particularly prob-
lematic for the US-EU negotiators with focus on where
enforcement actions would be brought to enforce the
terms of the safe harbor (e.g., the U.S. or Europe), on
who would be responsible for enforcement (either a
U.S. government body such as the Federal Trade Com-
mission or the courts, or a U.S. self-regulatory body
such as BBB Online or Trust-E), and on under what cir-
cumstances could European authorities cut off data
flows to the U.S. The U.S. has also expressed concern
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from children (with certain limited exceptions for the
collection of online information e.g., e-mail address); (3)
provide a parent, upon request, with the ability to
review personal information collected from his/her
child; (4) provide a parent with the opportunity to pre-
vent the further use of personal information that has
already been collected, or the future collection of per-
sonal information from that child; (5) limit collection of
personal information for a child’s online participation
in a game, prize offer, or other activity to information
that is reasonably necessary for the activity; and (6)
establish and maintain reasonable procedures to protect
the confidentiality, security, and integrity of the person-
al information collected.

The Act authorizes the Commission to bring
enforcement actions for violations of the final rule in
the same manner as for other rules defining unfair and
deceptive trade acts or practices under § 5 of the Feder-
al Trade Commission Act. In addition, § 1305 of the Act
authorizes state attorneys general to enforce compliance
with the final rule by filing actions in federal court after
serving prior written notice upon the Commission
when feasible. The Commission issued a final rule fall
1999 to implement COPPA.

Congressional Hearings
In the 106th Congress, the following hearings have

been held on online privacy:

Online Privacy hearing before the Senate Subcom-
mittee on Communications, Committee on Commerce,
Science, and Transportation, 106th Cong., July 27, 1999.

Electronic Commerce: Current Status of Privacy Protec-
tions for Online Consumers hearing before the House
Subcommittee on Telecommunications, Trade and Con-
sumer Protection, Committee on Commerce, 106th
Cong., July 13, 1999.

Website Privacy Disclosure hearing before the House
Subcommittee on Courts and Intellectual Property,
Committee on the Judiciary, 106th Cong., May 27, 1999.

Privacy in the Digital Age: Discussion of Issues Sur-
rounding the Internet hearing before the Senate Judiciary
Committee, 106th Cong., Apr. 21, 1999.

Conclusion
A host of questions are raised by the proliferation of

online personal information. Does a business have a
right to sell information about its customers without the
customer’s knowledge or consent? Should the collec-
tion of personal information by commercial Web sites
be regulated? Is industry’s self-regulatory approach to
data privacy effective? What enforcement mechanisms
exist for online users to remedy the unauthorized col-
lection and use of personal information? Are the lack of

adequate privacy protections for online personal infor-
mation a deterrent to consumer participation in elec-
tronic commerce? Some advocate recognition of a right
to “information privacy” for online transactions and
personally identifiable information.34 Others urge the
construction of a market for personal information, to be
viewed no differently than other commodities in the
market.35 The Congress, the executive branch, courts,
businesses, privacy advocates, Web sites and Internet
service providers, and trade associations continue to
confront many of the issues associated with the privacy
of online information in large part because the success
of the Internet and electronic commerce depends upon
the resolution of these issues.
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our student editors for their dedicated service in taking
care of all the nitty gritties of editing, sub-editing, cite
checking, etc. Special thanks goes to Catherine Michelle
Hedgeman, our outgoing Student Executive Editor.

Comments and suggestions are certainly welcome—
indeed, encouraged. They may be communicated via
the law school’s Government Law Center, or to me
directly via e-mail (vbonv@mail.als.edu), regular mail,
or any other customary means.

Vincent Martin Bonventre
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An Attractive Nuisance?
The Internet invites “browsing” and an unsuspect-

ing or unscrupulous user can wander far afield with a
few errant clicks. One recent survey of over 1,200 cor-
porate Internet users found that more than 90% confess
to visiting non-work related sites on company time.1 In
another study based on electronic monitoring data,
Georgia Tech found that approximately 25% of employ-
ee Internet time was spent on personal activities.2
Indeed, employers who provide Internet access cite the
drain in resources as a result of recreational use as their
chief concern.3

Hostile Work Environment Liability
Employer liability for an employee’s misuse of elec-

tronic communications may be premised on discrimina-
tion, defamation, harassment, software piracy, copy-
right infringement or hostile work environment
grounds. Although there is significant case law devel-
opment in each of these areas, the so-called hostile
work environment decisions are of particular import,
and demonstrate how an employer can open itself to
liability through sheer inaction.

The hostile work environment claim is derived
from title VII of Civil Rights Act of 1964.4 Title VII
makes it unlawful for an employer to discriminate
against any individual with respect to the “compensa-
tion, terms, conditions, or privileges of employment,
because of such individual’s race, color, religion, sex, or
national origin.”5 In a decision addressing allegations of
a sexually discriminating workplace, the Supreme
Court rejected an employer’s contention that “compen-
sation, terms, conditions, or privileges” of employment
ought to be limited to economic or tangible discrimina-
tion and found that the language of title VII evinces a
congressional intent “‘to strike at the entire spectrum of
disparate treatment of men and women.’”6 Title VII
hostile work environment actions have also been
extended to harassment based on race,7 religion,8 and
national origin.9

To prevail in a claim for hostile work environment,
a plaintiff must prove that he or she (1) is a member of
a protected class; (2) was subjected to harassment that
interfered with the employee’s work or created an
intimidating, hostile or offensive work environment;
and (3) that a specific basis exists for imputing the con-

During the past several
years, New York State agen-
cies and not-for-profit organi-
zations have made a concert-
ed effort to provide
information and services over
the Internet. As a conse-
quence, governmental and
private offices that rely on
this information have found
that they must provide Inter-
net access to their employees.
Frequently, the employer also
opts to make Internet e-mail available to employees.
Following deployment of these services, however,
employers often find that some of the productivity
gains realized through Internet and e-mail availability
are eroded by wayward usage. Moreover, certain
employee abuses of Internet or e-mail systems may
expose the employer to liability under state and federal
statutes, regulations, and an emerging body of “Cyber-
tort” case law. To effectively address these issues
employers must turn to both legal and technical reme-
dies.

The Information Revolution
Visitors to CorCraft’s Web site can browse through

the online catalog and place a secure order. At the
Office of General Services site guests may search the
newest State phone directory (and while there perhaps
take a peek at the parking wait list). Web users can
track pending legislation on the Senate’s Web site or
find a recent high court decision at the State Court of
Appeals site. Educators may browse the State Educa-
tion Department’s Internet publications for the latest
information on the new Learning Standards. Tax forms
and retirement forms may be downloaded from the
Department of Taxation and the Comptroller’s office
respectively. And Internet users in Buffalo could have
watched the Chief Judge’s State of the Judiciary
Address broadcast live in streaming video from Albany
earlier this year. These examples illustrate the remark-
able breadth and quality of information available from
New York governmental sites over the Internet. In
many cases the fast and easy accessibility of this indis-
pensable information makes Internet access essential for
governmental and not-for-profit offices.

Internet Access and Employer Risk
By Michael S. Moran
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for misuse of these systems, many employers have
looked to technology for assistance. Some organizations
have implemented Internet filtering solutions in an
attempt to prevent employees from accessing sites with
pornographic, racist, sexist, violent or gambling con-
tent. Some filtering products also seek to prevent
employees from accessing news groups or chat rooms
where an inflammatory message originating from an
agency’s Internet domain or e-mail address can prove
embarrassing or even libelous. Some filtering offerings
will also block access to popular recreational sites on
the Internet in an effort to keep users on task. Filtering
software may be installed on individual workstations,20

or on a centrally managed network server.21

Internet filtering is imperfect, however. Often peri-
odic updating of a downloadable “block list” of forbid-
den Web sites is required, and while many of the most
frequently visited sites are listed, the dynamic nature of
the Internet and the sheer number of pornographic and
other undesirable sites makes exhaustive list-based fil-
tering impossible. In addition, software that bases filter-
ing on an analysis of Web site content may overzealous-
ly prevent access to legitimate sites (typically sites that
run afoul of a customizable word dictionary are
blocked), or conversely be fooled by cagey Internet pur-
veyors.

E-mail filtering is even more troublesome than
Internet filtering. While a blocked Internet site may be
an annoyance to the affected employee, intercepted e-
mail may interfere with a firm’s operations, particularly
when legitimate e-mail is inadvertently blocked. Conse-
quently, most e-mail monitoring products do not rely
exclusively on programmatic logic rules or word lists in
determining whether or not e-mail should be subject to
filtering. Typically, the suspicious message is automati-
cally copied and forwarded to a designated person who
reviews the e-mail contents and then warns the sender
or receiver if the message is inappropriate or violates
established policies. Clearly, this level of human inter-
vention entails considerable agency or corporate over-
head.22

The limitations of Internet filtering technology have
caused some employers to abandon the notion of
actively blocking access and instead rely to a large
extent on more passive Internet monitoring as a deter-
rent. 

Employer Monitoring of Employee Internet
and E-mail Usage

Most monitoring software is designed for use in
network environments rather than with single PCs with
Internet connections. Typically the monitoring software
is installed on a dedicated, networked computer
equipped with a so-called “promiscuous mode” net-

duct that created the hostile environment to the
employer.10 The environment must be both subjectively
and objectively offensive.11 Whether such an environ-
ment exists is a question of law.12

Several recent New York decisions discuss issues
pertinent to an employer’s potential liability in hostile
work environment actions predicated upon misuse of
office Internet or e-mail systems. An isolated misuse of
an employer’s e-mail system is not sufficient to create a
hostile work environment.13 The Federal Court of
Appeals for the Second Circuit has held that 

for racist comments, slurs, and jokes to
constitute a hostile work environment,
there must be more than a few isolated
incidents of racial enmity, meaning that
instead of sporadic racial slurs, there
must be a steady barrage of opprobri-
ous racial comments. Thus, whether
racial slurs constitute a hostile work
environment typically depends upon
the quantity, frequency, and severity of
those slurs.14

Even if a hostile work environment is established,
the employee must also show the employer’s complici-
ty therein. A manager’s actual participation in the dis-
semination of offensive e-mail is sufficient to vicarious-
ly implicate the agency or company.15 In cases where
the discriminatory conduct creating the hostile work
environment is attributable to a co-worker rather than a
supervisor the plaintiff must demonstrate that manage-
ment either “provided no reasonable avenue for com-
plaint or knew of the harassment but did nothing about
it.”16 Actual knowledge of the offending conduct is not
necessary; it is enough if the employer “reasonably
should know about” the harassment but fails to take
appropriate remedial action.17

Although the law is just emerging in this area, it is
possible that the courts may place an affirmative duty
on employers to be vigilant as to their employee’s e-
mail and Internet behavior.18 Even if an employer is not
required to conduct ongoing general surveillance of its
communications systems, it seems likely that some kind
of investigatory onus would be placed on an employer
who is confronted with a complaint. Indeed, the Court
of Appeals for the Second Circuit has recently held that
“allegations of sexual harassment trigger federal law
and an attendant duty imposed upon employers to take
reasonable steps to correct harassing behavior, includ-
ing, where appropriate, conducting an investigation.”19

What Is an Employer to Do?
Given the opportunity for employee abuse of Inter-

net or e-mail systems as well as the potential liability
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work card (most are). Some products also require that
the monitoring computer be connected or contiguous to
the Internet router that provides Internet access.

The monitoring computer maintains a database of
all IP packet activity, including Web, news, FTP, chat,
and e-mail use. The software does not examine the con-
tent of each e-mail message or Web site, instead it
records information such as site URL or sender’s e-mail
address, time of access and duration of the visit for each
computer on the network. Some offices choose to rou-
tinely monitor this information, regularly looking for
frequently visited sites or URLs with suspicious
addresses. 

Other employers forego routine policing of activity
records, choosing to inspect database records only in
the event of a complaint or other evidence of systems
misuse. In this way, the monitoring software provides a
means by which an employer can possibly verify indi-
cia of misconduct. Even this limited type of inspection
policy is likely to satisfy an employer’s title VII obliga-
tions under the current state of the law.23

Monitoring and Privacy Implications
From an employer’s perspective, Internet and e-

mail monitoring address a variety of concerns that
accompany Internet access. Monitoring can reduce
employee visits to non-work related sites and the atten-
dant drain on productivity. Monitoring can also mini-
mize an employer’s potential liability for an employee’s
discriminatory use of the communications system by
discouraging access to pornographic and other offen-
sive sites. In addition, monitoring can provide an
employer who is confronted with a claim of harass-
ment, discrimination or hostile work environment with
the tools to conduct a meaningful investigation as
required by recent cases construing title VII.

Monitoring itself raises various ethical, organiza-
tional and legal issues. Much of the litigation in this
area has involved invasion of privacy claims. The
threshold issue is whether an employer has the right to
monitor employee Internet and e-mail activity at all.
The consensus appears to be that a certain level of mon-
itoring is within an employer’s rights. “Employees
should know that equipment given to them for business
purposes is not theirs and the company has a legitimate
interest in making sure it’s used for business purposes.
Companies have a responsibility and every legal right
to track what’s done with their technology.”24 However,
an employer does not enjoy carte blanche surveillance
rights. To determine what limitations do exist for
employers in this area requires reference to the Consti-
tution as well as federal and state legislation and case
law.

Electronic Communications Privacy Act
The Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 1986

(ECPA) proscribes unauthorized retrieval or intercep-
tion of electronic communications. 18 USC § 2702(a)(1),
addressing retrieval, states that “a person or entity pro-
viding an electronic communication service to the pub-
lic shall not knowingly divulge to any person or entity
the contents of a communication while in electronic
storage by that service.” The act defines “electronic
communication service” as “any service which provides
to users thereof the ability to send or receive wire or
electronic communications,”25 but does not define
“public.” Courts have held that this provision is aimed
at e-mail service providers serving the “community at
large” rather than corporate or agency e-mail systems.26

Even firms within the purview of the ECPA may
find relief in some of the exceptions provided by the
legislation. Thus, while 18 USC § 2511 forbids the in-
transit interception of electronic communications gener-
ally, it carves out two relevant exceptions. A provider of
electronic communication services can lawfully inter-
cept electronic communications “while engaged in any
activity which is a necessary incident to the rendition of
his service.”27 In addition, the provider may legally
intercept a communication if the provider is a party
thereto or if one of the parties to the communication has
given consent to the interception.28 The exceptions con-
tained in § 2511 are important guideposts for employers
and will be revisited in the discussion of constitutional
law and common-law privacy rights.

Section 2511 also states that it is not an offense for
an electronic communications service provider to
“record the fact that a wire or electronic communication
was initiated or completed” if this is done to protect the
provider or a user from “fraudulent, unlawful or abu-
sive use of such service.”29 The “record the fact” lan-
guage appears to condone employer monitoring of
communications traffic data generally but does not
specifically authorize a content-based employer intru-
sion. This may be indicative of a legislative preference
for monitoring over the more intrusive filtering.

Fourth Amendment
The Fourth Amendment to the United States Con-

stitution prohibits unreasonable searches and seizures.
As Fourth Amendment guarantees extend only to “state
action,”30 searches involving private sector employers
and employees are generally not within the amend-
ment’s reach. However, “searches and seizures by gov-
ernment employers or supervisors of the private prop-
erty of their employees * * * are subject to the restraints
of the Fourth Amendment.”31
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State governmental agencies must comply with the
“unreasonable search” proscriptions in New York Con-
stitution article I, § 12. An illegal seizure under federal
Constitution in federal courts is also an illegal seizure
under federal and State Constitutions in state courts.43

Given this “policy of uniformity between State and Fed-
eral courts,”44 it is unlikely that state courts will depart
from established federal court law,45 although state
courts may feel free to interpret the New York Constitu-
tion “when the Supreme Court has not addressed a spe-
cific issue or provided guidance for such an analysis in
its 4th Amendment rulings.”46 The dearth of case law
examining the interplay between constitutional search
constraints and government employer monitoring of
employee communications may provide state courts
with an opportunity to participate in the charting of
this legal course.

The Necessity of an Internet and E-mail
Usage Policy

Many employers have sought to avoid potential
Fourth Amendment and title VII pitfalls through the
adoption of Internet and E-mail Usage Policies.47 By
promulgating and distributing policy statements dis-
closing communications systems monitoring and speci-
fying approved and disapproved activities an employer
can satisfy the notice exceptions in title VII48 and cir-
cumscribe an employee’s privacy expectations under
the Fourth Amendment. Furthermore, the deterrent
effects of Internet and e-mail monitoring are enhanced
by a specific and well-publicized statement of approved
and disapproved usage. Finally, any sense of unfairness
that may accompany monitoring tends to dissipate
upon publication of usage policies.49

E-mail and Internet Usage Policies should, at a min-
imum, contain the following provisions:

• Notice that e-mail may be read by office manage-
ment or a designee.

• Notice that Internet, newsgroup, chat room and
FTP usage may be monitored.

• Notice that (excessive) nonbusiness or any unpro-
fessional use of electronic communications is pro-
hibited.

• Notice that communications systems may not be
used to harass or discriminate.

• Notice that any use of the office communications
systems for an unlawful purpose will be reported
to the appropriate authorities.

• Notice that any violation of usage policies may
result in discipline including dismissal.

Naturally, acceptable usage policies must be tailored to
the specific needs of each office. For example, in firms

Courts have held that a Fourth Amendment viola-
tion occurs when an employer violates an employee’s
“expectation of privacy that society is prepared to con-
sider reasonable.”32 A search conducted within an
employer’s scope of business is considered to be rea-
sonable. “The governmental interest justifying
work-related intrusions by public employers is the effi-
cient and proper operation of the workplace.”33 Such
searches need not be based on probable cause, but there
must reasonable grounds for “suspecting that the
search will turn up evidence that the employee is guilty
of work-related misconduct.”34 The likelihood remains
that certain intrusions into office communications may
invoke Fourth Amendment protections. “Not every-
thing that passes through the confines of the business
address can be considered part of the workplace con-
text.”35

Importantly, an employer’s policies and practices
may influence whatever expectations of privacy an
employee may have and thereby change the legal bal-
ance. In Bohach v. City of Ren, the Federal District Court
held that an employer’s confiscation of messages stored
in an agency’s pager message system was not action-
able under the Fourth Amendment.36 After finding that
agency employees had been notified that their electron-
ic communications were “logged on the network” and
that specified messages had been prohibited, the court
concluded that the employer’s notifications resulted in
a “diminished expectation of privacy.”37 Similarly, the
United States Supreme Court in O’Connor v. Ortega took
the absence of an inspection policy into account in find-
ing a reasonable expectation of privacy in an employ-
ee’s work space. The court noted, however, that “the
absence of such a policy does not create an expectation
of privacy where it would not otherwise exist.”38

In United States v. Simons, an employee charged
with possessing child pornography on a computer at a
governmental agency alleged that review of Internet
usage logs constituted an unlawful search under the
Fourth Amendment.39 Citing the agency’s written poli-
cy notifying employees of the auditing of electronic
activity (entitled “Permitted and Prohibited Official Use
of the Internet”), the court stated that “[g]iven this poli-
cy, the Court does not find that Defendant, as an
employee at [the agency], had a reasonable expectation
of privacy with regard to any Internet use.”40

Other Sources of Privacy Rights
Unlike 10 other states, New York does not provide a

right to privacy in the State Constitution.41 Nor do New
York courts recognize a common-law invasion of priva-
cy cause of action.42 And while Civil Rights Law §§ 50
and 51 do afford certain privacy rights, these are limit-
ed to protection of a person’s “name, portrait or pic-
ture” when used “for advertising purposes or for the
purposes of trade.”
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where heightened security is a priority, policies might
include stipulations prohibiting distribution of trade
secrets or other confidential information. Offices should
also be aware that certain jurisdictions may have more
stringent requirements than others and these must be
reflected in an employer’s guidelines. Lastly, increased
litigation in this area (harassment claims filed with the
Federal Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
rose 150% between 1990 and 1996), is certain to result in
rapid evolution of workplace harassment and privacy
law and employers should pay close attention to new
developments.

The promulgation of a comprehensive Internet
Usage Policy is only the first step in the satisfaction of
an employer’s obligations regarding employee Internet
access. Indeed, such policies are wholly ineffective
unless they are communicated to personnel. While actu-
al consent is preferred, once an employee has been noti-
fied of systems monitoring and published usage poli-
cies, courts have indicated that his or her use of office
systems may constitute implied consent to the monitor-
ing and usage policies.50 In practice, notice and consent
published on paper or on screen will likely suffice so
long as it is otherwise sufficient. 

Employers must deploy the monitoring system fair-
ly and under established procedures. All personnel
should be subject to monitoring, including supervisory
personnel. In addition, if any employer chooses to block
or otherwise inspect the content of transmissions, it
should be according to neutral criteria memorialized in
written procedures. If an employer does not routinely
inspect e-mail or Internet content, then any inspection
should be based on reasonable cause (e.g., a complaint).
Punishment for misuse of the system should also be
based on articulated standards.51

Conclusion
In 1995 a subsidiary of Chevron Corporation settled

a sexual harassment lawsuit for $2.2 million after a list
entitled “25 Reasons Why Beer is Better Than Women”
was distributed through its e-mail system.52

In October 1999, California Governor Gray Davis
vetoed legislation that would have prohibited employer
clandestine monitoring of employee e-mail and Internet
usage. The bill would have required employees to sign
or electronically verify (via click agreement) that they
had read, understood and consented to the employer’s
monitoring policies. Under the bill, data collected by
the employer would be made available for inspection
and employees had the right to contest data and have it
deleted if shown to be inaccurate. Senate Sponsor Debra
Bowden argued that employers “don’t have the right to
spy on workers in changing rooms and restrooms, and
they don’t have the right to eavesdrop on employee
telephone conversations. Why then should employers

have the right to ransack their employees private elec-
tronic files without having to tell them it’s company
policy?” Defending his veto, Governor Gray cited
increased employer liability as a concern, stating that
existing avenues for employee redress, such as defama-
tion or harassment causes of action, were sufficient.53

The modern workplace presents both unprecedent-
ed opportunities and perils for both employers and
employees. Employers providing Internet and e-mail
access may need to monitor system usage if only to pro-
vide a means to investigate in the event of a harassment
or hostile work environment complaint. Along with
Internet access, prudent employers also distribute poli-
cies containing notice of employee monitoring as well
as clear statements of acceptable and unacceptable
activities. The policy statement and authorization serve
to provide the employer with the consent, actual or
implied, necessary to certain Civil Rights Law defenses
and concomitantly clarify the employee’s expectation of
privacy applicable to public employees under Fourth
Amendment analysis. Once an employer undertakes to
monitor Internet and e-mail usage it must do so in an
even-handed fashion with a focus on business-related
activities.

Many employers do not know where to start in
preparing an Internet Usage Policy. The employer’s
legal counsel should, naturally, figure prominently in
the preparation of this document, but even an experi-
enced practitioner may not be familiar with the technol-
ogy that is so critical to a complete understanding of
the issues in this area. While some monitoring software
manufacturers publish sample usage policies,54 policy
specialists are also available, of course, over the Inter-
net.55
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The Impact of Technology on the Freedom of
Information Law, a/k/a the “FOIL”
By Robert J. Freeman

When the New York Free-
dom of Information Law
(FOIL) was enacted in 1974,1
state and local government,
like much of the rest of soci-
ety, was tied to the typewriter
and the photocopy machine.
Many of us actually used car-
bon paper for our “cc’s.”
Most searches for records
were accomplished by pulling
records from filing cabinets
and reviewing them to deter-
mine the extent to which they must be disclosed.

Like the use of the term “FOIL,” changes in tech-
nology have required us to reconsider a variety of
words that now have new meanings. Foil is still used to
wrap leftovers, but now “FOIL” can be a noun used to
identify a statute or when requesting records (“I sub-
mitted a FOIL to obtain the plan submitted by the
developer.”); it has also become a verb (“I FOILed the
record,” or from the government agency’s perspective,
“We were FOILed.”). “Encryption” was a word associ-
ated with wartime and spy novels. Now it’s a part of
communications that have become routine. A “pass-
word” used to be associated with a knock on the door.
Now it’s a tool that let’s you in, or more importantly,
keeps others out of your electronic information system.
We’ve become concerned about viruses very different
from those that kept our kids home from school. Going
“online,” engaging in “e-commerce,” building “fire-
walls,” “digital signatures” and developing an
“Intranet” involve the use of terms redefined or that are
completely new. For some of us, they have become part
of our everyday vocabulary. And if they are not now,
they will be soon.

Technology is changing the nature of the relation-
ship between the government and the public it serves.
At the heart of the relationship are the expectations of
citizens in terms of the information they can acquire,
the means by which they can acquire it, and the speed
with which government can respond. 

What Is a “Record”?
Soon after the enactment of FOIL, it became clear

that the means by which we generate, exchange and
maintain our records was changing, and by 1978, the
original version of the FOIL was repealed and replaced
with a modern statute that was drafted in a manner
adaptable to changing information technology.2 Since
that time, FOIL has been based upon a presumption of

access. Stated differently, all records of an agency are
available, except to the extent that records or portions
thereof fall within one or more grounds for denial
appearing in § 87(2)(a) through (i). Most of the grounds
for denial involve the ability of a government agency to
withhold records to the extent that disclosure would
result in harm to an individual with respect to an inva-
sion of personal privacy, to a commercial entity when
the release of records would cause injury to its competi-
tive position, or to the government in terms of its capac-
ity to carry out its duties effectively on behalf of taxpay-
ers.

Perhaps as important as the statute’s presumption
of access is its scope. FOIL pertains to agency records,
and § 86(4) defines the term “record” to include:

any information kept, held, filed, pro-
duced, reproduced by, with or for an
agency or the state legislature, in any
physical form whatsoever including,
but not limited to, reports, statements,
examinations, memoranda, opinions,
folders, files, books, manuals, pam-
phlets, forms, papers, designs, draw-
ings, maps, photos, letters, microfilms,
computer tapes or discs, rules, regula-
tions or codes.

Based upon the language quoted above, if information
is maintained by or for an agency in some physical
form, it constitutes a “record” subject to rights of access
conferred by the FOIL. The definition includes specific
reference to computer tapes and discs, and it was held
soon after the reenactment of the FOIL that “[i]nforma-
tion is increasingly being stored in computers and
access to such data should not be restricted merely
because it is not in printed form.”3

“Creating” Records
FOIL pertains to existing records and states that an

agency is not required to create a record in response to
a request.4 That was an easy concept to understand and
implement in the era of paper. If an agency did not
have a “list” of certain items or had no total of the cost
of heating the town hall, it would not be required to
prepare a list or review its twelve monthly heating bills
and add the figures to arrive at a total. However, when
information is maintained electronically, if the informa-
tion sought is available under FOIL and may be
retrieved by means of existing computer programs, an
agency is required to disclose the information. In that
kind of situation, the agency would merely be retriev-
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Notwithstanding an agency’s inability to retrieve
information sought unless it modifies its programs or
reprograms, it may often be relatively simple to alter a
program to retrieve the information sought. Moreover,
it may be more cost efficient to engage in reprogram-
ming than to delete portions of a printout by hand, for
example, or to engage in a physical search of paper
records. Redactions made manually and extensive
searches are time consuming and labor intensive, but
minor reprogramming may often be done quickly. 

Format: Paper, Disk or Tape?
FOIL’s statement of intent indicates that agencies

are required to make records available “wherever and
whenever feasible. What if the agency chooses to dis-
close a record by means of a computer printout, but the
applicant has requested the record on a computer tape
or disk? In Brownstone Pub. Inc. v. New York City Dep’t. of
Bldgs.,6 the question involved an agency’s obligation to
transfer electronic information from one electronic stor-
age medium to another when it had the technical capac-
ity to do so and when the applicant was willing to pay
the actual cost of the transfer. As stated by the Appel-
late Division: 

The files are maintained in a computer
format that Brownstone can employ
directly into its system, which can be
reproduced on computer tapes at mini-
mal cost in a few hours time—a cost
Brownstone agreed to assume (see,
POL [section] 87[1] [b] [iii]). The DOB,
apparently intending to discourage this
and similar requests, agreed to provide
the information only in hard copy, i.e.,
printed out on over a million sheets of
paper, at a cost of $10,000 for the paper
alone, which would take five or six
weeks to complete. Brownstone would
then have to reconvert the data into
computer-usable form at a cost of hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars.  

Public Officers Law [section] 87(2) pro-
vides that, “Each agency shall . . . make
available for public inspection and
copying all records . . .” Section 86(4)
includes in its definition of “record,”
computer tapes or discs. The policy
underlying the FOIL is “to insure maxi-
mum public access to government
records” (Matter of Scott, Sardano &
Pomerantz v. Records Access Officer, 65
N.Y.2d 294, 296-297, 491 N.Y.S.2d 289,
480 N.E.2d 1071). Under the circum-
stances presented herein, it is clear that
both the statute and its underlying poli-
cy require that the DOB comply with
Brownstone’s reasonable request to
have the information, presently main-

ing data that it has the capacity to retrieve. Disclosure
may be accomplished either by printing out the data on
paper or perhaps by duplicating the data on another
storage mechanism, such as a computer tape or disk.
On the other hand, if information sought can be
retrieved from a computer or other storage medium
only by means of new programming or the alteration of
existing programs, those steps would be the equivalent
of creating a new record. As suggested earlier, since
§ 89(3) does not require an agency to create a record, an
agency is not required to reprogram or develop new
programs to retrieve information that would otherwise
be available.5

Often information stored electronically can be
extracted by means of a few keystrokes on a keyboard.
While some have contended that those kinds of mini-
mal steps involve programming or reprogramming, so
narrow a construction would tend to defeat the purpos-
es of the FOIL. Morever, extracting information and cre-
ating it clearly involve different functions.

If, for example, an applicant knows that an agency’s
database consists of 10 items or “fields,” asks for items
1, 3 and 5, but the agency has never produced that com-
bination of data, would it be “creating” a new record?
The answer is dependent on the nature of the agency’s
existing computer programs; if the agency has the abili-
ty to retrieve or extract those items by means of its
existing programs, it would not be creating a new
record; it would merely be retrieving what it has the
ability to retrieve in conjunction with its electronic filing
system. An apt analogy may be to a filing cabinet in
which files are stored alphabetically and an applicant
seeks items “A,” “L” and “X.” Although the agency
may never have retrieved that combination of files in
the past, it has the ability to do so, because the request
was made in a manner applicable to the agency’s filing
system. On the other hand, if the applicant makes a sec-
ond request, this time for items 7, 8 and 9, but the
agency has no method of retrieving or extracting those
items except by means of new programming, i.e.,
changing the means by which it may retrieve or extract
data, the act of reprogramming would be the equivalent
of creating a new record, and an agency would not be
required to do so. Going back to the filing cabinet in
which the records are maintained alphabetically, the
analogy would involve a request for the records filed,
for example, between April and July of 1997. The
agency knows that the items sought are kept within its
files, but there may be no way of locating them, except
by reviewing each individually. In that situation, the
agency would not be required to alter its filing system,
i.e., change it from alphabetical to chronological order,
in an effort to accommodate the applicant. Based on the
same logic, an agency would not be required to create a
new program to extract that data that may be stored,
but which cannot be retrieved or generated by means of
its existing programs.
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tained in computer language, trans-
ferred onto computer tapes.7

In another decision, it was held that: “[a]n agency
which maintains in a computer format information
sought by a F.O.I.L. request may be compelled to com-
ply with the request to transfer information to comput-
er disks or tape.”8

In short, assuming that the conversion of format
can be accomplished, that the data sought is available
under FOIL, and that the data can be transferred from
the format in which it is maintained to a format in
which it is requested, an agency would be obliged to do
so. Under those conditions, production of the record
would not involve creating a new record or reprogram-
ming, but rather merely a transfer of information into a
format usable to the applicant.

Fees
Section 87(1)(b)(iii) of FOIL stated until October 15,

1982, that an agency could charge up to twenty-five
cents per photocopy or the actual cost of reproduction
unless a different fee was prescribed by “law.” Chapter
73 of the Laws of 1982 replaced the word “law” with
the term “statute.” As described in its annual report to
the Governor and the Legislature by the Committee on
Open Government (created by the enactment of FOIL in
1974 and reconstituted in the current statute9), which
was submitted in December of 1981 and which recom-
mended the amendment that is now law:

The problem is that the term “law”
may include regulations, local laws, or
ordinances, for example. As such, state
agencies by means of regulation or
municipalities by means of local law
may and in some instances have estab-
lished fees in excess of twenty-five
cents per photocopy, thereby resulting
in constructive denials of access. To
remove this problem, the word “law”
should be replaced by “statute,” there-
by enabling an agency to charge more
than twenty-five cents only in situa-
tions in which an act of the State Legis-
lature, a statute, so specifies.10

Therefore, prior to October 15, 1982, a local law, an ordi-
nance, or a regulation for instance, establishing a search
fee or a fee in excess of twenty-five cents per photocopy
or higher than the actual cost of reproduction was
valid. However, under the amendment, only an act of
the State Legislature, a statute, would permit the assess-
ment of a fee higher than twenty-five cents per photo-
copy, a fee that exceeds the actual cost of reproducing
records that cannot be photocopied, or any other fee,
such as a fee for search. In addition, it has been con-
firmed judicially that fees inconsistent with the Free-
dom of Information Law may be validly charged only
when the authority to do so is conferred by a statute.11

The specific language of FOIL and the regulations
promulgated by the Committee12 indicate that, absent
statutory authority, an agency may charge fees only for
the reproduction of records. Section 87(1)(b) of the Free-
dom of Information Law states:

Each agency shall promulgate rules and
regulations in conformance with this
article . . . and pursuant to such general
rules and regulations as may be pro-
mulgated by the committee on open
government in conformity with the
provisions of this article, pertaining to
the availability of records and proce-
dures to be followed, including, but not
limited to . . .

(iii) the fees for copies of records which
shall not exceed twenty-five cents per
photocopy not in excess of nine by
fourteen inches, or the actual cost of
reproducing any other record, except
when a different fee is otherwise pre-
scribed by statute.”

The regulations promulgated by the Committee
state in relevant part that:

Except when a different fee is otherwise
prescribed by statute:

(a) There shall be no fee charged for the
following:

(1) inspection of records;

(2) search for records; or

(3) any certification pursuant to this
Part.13

Based upon the foregoing, it is likely that a fee for
reproducing electronic information would most often
involve the cost of computer time, plus the cost of an
information storage medium (i.e., a computer tape) to
which data is transferred.

Although compliance with FOIL involves the use of
public employees’ time and perhaps other costs, the
Court of Appeals has found that the Law is not intend-
ed to be given effect “on a cost-accounting basis,” but
rather that “Meeting the public’s legitimate right of
access to information concerning government is fulfill-
ment of a governmental obligation, not the gift of, or
waste of, public funds.”14

E-mail Under FOIL
When I finished a draft of this article, I called Patri-

cia Salkin at the Government Law Center and asked her
if she wanted me to drop off a paper copy at her office,
fax it to her, or to transmit it via e-mail. Among those
choices, e-mail is clearly the easiest, the quickest and
the cheapest. Once she received the article, she could
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could appropriately be asserted. Concurrently, those
portions of inter-agency or intra-agency materials that
are reflective of opinion, advice, recommendation and
the like could in my view be withheld.

Several points should be emphasized in relation to
the foregoing. First, that an internal communication
does not represent or relate to a final agency determina-
tion does not remove it from the scope of rights of
access. On the contrary, the content of the communica-
tion is the key to ascertaining how much can be with-
held, or conversely, how much must be disclosed.16 Sec-
ond, “factual” information available under § 87(2)(g)(i)
does not have to consist of numbers, charts or graphs; it
might be a factual statement. “I looked out the window
and the sky was blue” would be factual information
that must be disclosed. And third, the exception does
not apply to communications with persons or entities
outside of government. An e-mail sent to or received by
a member of the public or a private company, for exam-
ple, would be neither inter-agency nor intra-agency
material. 

This communication from me at the Department of
State, which is an “agency” as defined by FOIL, and the
Government Law Center, which is part of Albany Law
School and not a government agency, would not be cov-
ered by § 87(2)(g) and would have to be disclosed.
Whether it is printed and delivered, sent by U.S. mail,
faxed, or transmitted via e-mail, the result is the same:
it is a “record” subject to FOIL that an agency would be
required to disclose on request.

Retention and Disposal
Article 57 of the Arts and Cultural Affairs Law and

the “Local Government Records Law,” Article 57-A of
that chapter, deal respectively with the management,
custody, retention and disposal of records by state agen-
cies and local governments.

With regard to the retention and disposal of
records, § 57.05(11)(b) pertaining to state agencies and
§ 57.25 concerning local governments preclude state
and local governments from destroying or disposing of
records without following applicable procedures and
until a minimum required period of retention has been
reached. The provisions relating to the retention and
disposal of records are carried out by a unit of the State
Education Department, the State Archives and Records
Administration (SARA). SARA has published Managing
Records in E-mail Systems, which offers guidelines for
developing policies and procedures for the effective
management of records created and captured in e-mail
systems.

Many of us have received e-mail messages, read
them and then deleted them, for we have treated those
communications like phone messages. For reasons
described earlier, e-mail clearly constitutes a record for
the purposes of FOIL, and it may have to be preserved
under a SARA retention schedule. It is also important to

download it, format it in a way appropriate for the Jour-
nal, and edit it. In short, by using e-mail, we can do a
great deal that we could not do nearly as efficiently in
the recent past. 

What had been yesterday’s fantasy in terms of writ-
ten communications has become today’s reality. But
along with the reality is a need to raise consciousness, a
need to think of e-mail not merely as an instant means
of leaving or responding to messages in a manner simi-
lar to phone calls and voice mail. Rather, we should
think about e-mail for what it really is: an equivalent, in
actuality and legally, to an old-fashioned letter or
memo. In consideration of public rights of access, reten-
tion and disposal, and the functions and responsibilities
of public employees, e-mail should be treated in most
respects just like paper.

This is not to suggest that all e-mail communica-
tions must be disclosed. While FOIL is based on a pre-
sumption of access, it includes exceptions to rights of
access. If e-mail is transmitted from one public employ-
ee to another, the most pertinent provision in analyzing
rights of access would be § 87(2)(g), which deals with
“inter-agency” and “intra-agency” materials. “Inter-
agency” materials consist of written communications
between or among employees of two or more agencies.
“Intra-agency” materials are in-house communications.
The letter from me at the Department of State to a
school district official, for example, would constitute
“inter-agency” material; the memo from the city clerk to
the mayor would be “intra-agency” material. In both of
those instances, § 87(2)(g) would bear upon rights of
access, and it would apply whether the communica-
tions are transmitted on paper or via e-mail.

That provision permits an agency to withhold
records that: 

are inter-agency or intra-agency materi-
als which are not:

i. statistical or factual tabulations or
data;

ii. instructions to staff that affect the
public;

iii. final agency policy or determina-
tions; or

iv. external audits, including but not
limited to audits performed by the
comptroller and the federal govern-
ment. . . .15

It is noted that the language quoted above contains
what in effect is a double negative. While inter-agency
or intra-agency materials may be withheld, portions of
such materials consisting of statistical or factual infor-
mation, instructions to staff that affect the public, final
agency policy or determinations or external audits must
be made available, unless a different ground for denial
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know that hitting the delete key does not mean that the
record has been destroyed. Frequently the message that
has been deleted can be found by hitting the “trash”
key. In that situation, because the message still exists, it
would be subject to FOIL or perhaps more importantly,
to a subpoena or discovery in a lawsuit.

E-mail and the Open Meetings Law
There is nothing in the Open Meetings Law17 that

would preclude members of a public body, such as a
city council or the board of a public authority, from con-
ferring individually, by e-mail or telephone. However, a
series of communications between individual members
or telephone calls among the members which results in
a collective decision, a meeting held by means of a tele-
phone conference, or a vote taken by e-mail would be
inconsistent with law. Voting and action by a public
body may only occur at a meeting during which a quo-
rum has physically convened.18

The Open Meetings Law is intended to provide the
public with the right to observe the performance of pub-
lic officials in their deliberations. That intent cannot be
realized if members of a public body conduct public
business as a body or vote by e-mail or phone.

A recent decision indicates that action taken by
means of series of telephone calls violated the Open
Meetings Law, and the same conclusion would likely be
reached with respect to action taken through a series of
e-mail communications. In Cheevers v. Town of Union,19

the court stated that:

There was no physical gathering, but
four members of the five-member
board discussed the issue in a series of
telephone calls. As a result, a quorum
of members of the Board were “pre-
sent” and determined to [take an
action]. The failure to actually meet in
person or have a telephone conference
in order to avoid a “meeting” circum-
vents the intent of the Open Meetings
Law (see e.g., 1998 Advisory Opns
Committee on Open Government 2877).
This court finds that telephonic confer-
ences among the individual members
constituted a meeting in violation of the
Open Meetings Law. . . .

If a majority of the members of a public body
engage in “instant e-mail” or communicate in a chat
room in which the communications are equivalent to a
conversation, it is likely that a court would determine
that communications of that nature would run afoul of
the Open Meetings Law. In essence, the majority in that
case would be conducting a meeting without the pub-
lic’s knowledge and without the ability of the public to
“observe the performance of public officials” as
required by the Open Meetings Law.20

E-mail can be a magical tool. An agency’s well-
designed and managed e-mail system can expedite
business communications, reduce paperwork, increase
productivity and diminish costs. Nevertheless, there
should be an awareness of a variety of legal obligations,
particularly those relating to FOIL, records manage-
ment and even the Open Meetings Law.

The Need for Legislation
FOIL has clearly enhanced the ability of the public

to know what the government is doing and to obtain
information from or about government. Large amounts
of information can be stored in electronic media and be
made available quickly, efficiently and at low cost. Fur-
ther, agencies are increasingly making information
available via websites through which any person, any-
where can acquire data at virtually no cost, and without
submitting a formal request under FOIL.

Despite the substantial improvements in the capaci-
ty of the public to use and agencies to comply with
FOIL in a manner consistent with its intent, information
technology can be used to make the law work better.
The same technology has also created new pitfalls, dan-
ger in relation to the security of information maintained
electronically, and new challenges for the State Legisla-
ture.

Guaranteeing Information Security
In 1984, FOIL was amended to enable agencies to

withhold “computer access codes.”21 The idea was that
disclosure of a code could result in unauthorized access
to information stored in a computer. That was a first
step toward protecting government records and infor-
mation maintained electronically, but it is now clearly
insufficient to guarantee against the legal disclosure of
records that could be used not only to obtain informa-
tion, but also to alter or even destroy it.

Not long ago, a description of an agency’s security
procedures concerning the protection of its records
would not, if disclosed, compromise the ability to guard
against unauthorized access. Even if written procedures
were available, without the first key to unlock the door
to the room in which the records were stored, and more
importantly, without the second key needed to unlock
the filing cabinet, records could be protected with rea-
sonable certainty. In contrast, today’s disclosure of an
agency’s security procedures could result in devastating
attacks and incursions on its electronic information sys-
tems. The use of the key to unlock the door or filing
cabinet, being physically present, is no longer neces-
sary; an electronic attack can emanate from anywhere. 

To ensure that the FOIL cannot be used to facilitate
the unauthorized access to information stored electroni-
cally or to require the disclosure of security procedures
that could damage an agency’s information or informa-
tion system, the Committee on Open Government has
urged that the existing exception regarding computer
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mation resources. In most respects, FOIL is adaptable to
changing technology: it can and should be implemented
in a manner that guarantees maximum public access to
government records, while concurrently protecting
against disclosures in accordance with exceptions to
rights of access and a recognition of the need to assure
security.
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access codes be replaced with a new provision that per-
mits agencies to withhold records or portions thereof
that: “. . .would if disclosed facilitate unauthorized
access to an agency’s electronic information systems or
clearly jeopardize or compromise information security.”

Using Technology to Protect Privacy and
Maximize Access

“One of the bedrock principles of electronic access
is that format should not dictate the availability of
information. In other words, if the information is avail-
able on paper, the fact that it is in electronic form
should not be an obstacle to its availability.”22

It is becoming increasingly critical to consider the
design of information systems used by government in
order to provide maximum access to records, while con-
currently protecting against disclosure of deniable
information, especially when disclosure would consti-
tute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.23

“The move to maintain and collect more government
information in electronic form continues and it seems
more likely that almost all records will at some time
become electronic . . . [and] the real problems of balanc-
ing access and privacy will have to be faced and
resolved in an electronic world.”24

Through the design of information systems that
provide appropriate disclosure coupled with the protec-
tion of personal privacy, often an agency need only
delete certain fields from a database. Once the fields
containing protected information are deleted, the data-
base becomes fully public. Clearly that course of action,
accomplished in consideration of access and privacy, is
far preferable to a denial of access or the hours expend-
ed by agency employees making deletions with magic
markers so that disclosure requirements can be met
while recognizing the need to protect privacy.

In conjunction with the foregoing, the Committee
on Open Government has recommended that a new
§ 89(9) be added to FOIL as follows:

When records maintained electronically
include items of information that
would be available under this article, as
well as items of information that may
be withheld, an agency in designing its
information retrieval methods, whenev-
er practicable and reasonable, shall do
so in a manner that permits the segre-
gation and retrieval of available items
in order to foster maximum public
access.

Conclusion
It is clear that information technology has revolu-

tionized the manner in which society, including govern-
ment, creates, disseminates, stores and protects its infor-
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identification, has taken criminal jurisprudence to new
levels of sophistication. DNA analysis allows courts to
go beyond a determination of “guilty” or “not guilty,”
permitting inquiry into the realm of innocence.

Perhaps the most dramatic proof of DNA’s effec-
tiveness is not its ability to assure a conviction, but
rather its capacity to exonerate those wrongfully con-
victed. Most notorious of these cases is that of Kevin
Green an ex-marine who was charged in California
with the attempted rape and murder of his pregnant
wife. Green left his home with his wife asleep to get a
hamburger. When he returned he found her blud-
geoned and unconscious body barely alive. Detectives
immediately focused on Green as a suspect and, upon
testimony from his wife that she recalled the defendant
with a blunt object in his hand, the State had their con-
viction. It was not until 16 years later that Green would
be freed based upon a retest using DNA technology.
The test results led police to another inmate, a serial
rapist and murderer known as the Bedroom Basher,
who subsequently confessed to the crime.

DNA use as a law enforcement tool will help
change the way we measure public safety in the 21st
century. In England the use of DNA has already had a
tremendous effect upon the ability to solve crime.
Unlike the U.S. where state and federal governments
have been slow to start collecting and analyzing DNA
from suspects, the English have already gathered more
than 500,000 DNA samples from arrestees. They test
these samples—taken at arrest by swiping the inside of
an arrestee’s cheek with a cotton “buccal” swab—and
place the resulting codes in computers where they are
matched against samples from crime scenes. For these
efforts, the British, in the last 5 years, have linked over
70,000 suspects to crimes and are getting about another
500 matches per week.7 Through the Forensic Science
Service (FSS)8 the English also test for DNA at unsolved
crime scenes in the hopes that a subsequent arrestee
will match the genetic profile of the unapprehended
offender.

But in the U.S., the use of DNA as a forensic tool—
despite its acceptance as admissible evidence in court—
has not been as widespread. Unlike Britain’s huge
accomplishment in identifying tens of thousands of
offenders via DNA technology, American law enforce-
ment can only attribute about 1,000 solved crimes to
DNA use. This low rate of success is proof positive that
U.S. officials have failed to embrace some of the most

DNA: Ending Crime as We Know It
By Peter Reinharz

All across America people
are heralding the drop in the
rates of violent crime. Large
cities like New York have
seen murder, rape and aggra-
vated assault plummet over
60% in the last seven years.
Even a slight increase in New
York’s homicide rate has not
dampened spirits that violent
crime can be consistently
brought under control.

Beyond novel policing techniques are new tech-
nologies designed to aid law enforcement which have
the potential to drive crime rates lower than they have
been at any time in modern history. First on this list of
scientific advances, is the genetic identification of crimi-
nals through the matching of DNA.1

DNA patterns provide unique genetic markings for
every individual. Scientists can use these sequences to
establish paternity, to link crime scene evidence to any
perpetrator or to link evidence at crime scenes to estab-
lish the pattern of a serial offender. Using the latest
technology developed for FBI standards, the DNA mol-
ecule is marked at 13 spots—called loci—and compari-
son is made between the suspect’s DNA and the sample
recovered at the crime scene. These 13 sites are consid-
ered “junk” sections of DNA since no inheritable char-
acteristics are known to be associated with those por-
tions of the molecule.2 A match at all 13 sites renders
the chances of two randomly selected people matching
the DNA found at the crime scene greater than 1 in 1
trillion.3

It is this high degree of accuracy which makes DNA
science so attractive to law enforcement officials. New
York Courts have accepted the scientific reliability of
DNA fingerprinting since 1994.4 Newer cases have per-
mitted the introduction of more modern methods of
DNA evidence which allow proponents to quickly ana-
lyze DNA samples and provide results within 36
hours.5 These new methods, Polymerase Chain Reac-
tion (PCR) and Short Tandem Repeats (STR) can even
allow degraded samples to be analyzed and typed.6 The
result of the PCR and STR analysis is a printed bar code
which can provide scientists, courts and jurors with the
ability to conclude whether a defendant is the “right
person” or whether the case must be dismissed. DNA
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amazing technological feats that DNA has provided for
English police and prosecutors.

Among the best demonstrations of DNA’s power to
catch violent criminals is the 1998 arrest of Charles “The
Duck Robber” Peterson. Peterson was a suspect in a
string of burglaries and two rapes in St. Petersburg,
Florida when police asked him to provide a genetic
sample for testing against evidence recovered at the
crime scenes. When Peterson refused to provide the
sample Florida police followed him as he drove around
the gulf coast area on his motorcycle. When Peterson
stopped at a traffic light he leaned over and spit into
the street. The quick-thinking detective pulled up to the
saliva in his unmarked car and took a paper towel to
gather the evidence from the pavement. Based upon
this unexpected expectoration, Peterson was matched
by the DNA evidence to the crimes.

So with the success of DNA in England, and its
obvious potential for law enforcement and exoneration
of the innocent in America, why has DNA technology
been so slow to become a regular part of criminal jus-
tice in the U.S.? The biggest objection to DNA technolo-
gy has come from civil libertarians who see the technol-
ogy as part of a brave new world where genetic coding
sacrifices privacy and enables a new form of discrimi-
nation based upon our biological predisposition.

Leading the fight against the collection of genetic
data is the American Civil Liberties Union. According
to the ACLU, “the government and the private sector
are in the process of carrying out the most frightening
invasion of personal privacy in the nation’s history.”9

While calling the collection of DNA “the most
frightening invasion” of personal security in American
history is probably no more than eloquent hyperbole,
there is sufficient justification for ensuring that proto-
cols are established to guarantee that genetic informa-
tion is not inappropriately distributed. In a short time
scientists will have mapped the entire human genome
which may enable researchers to determine whether
people have predispositions for heart disease, colon
cancer and other fatal ailments. While such information
would clearly be helpful to those individuals so that
appropriate prevention regimens are followed, the
information in the hands of insurance companies could
result in the denial of coverage. Further, a predisposi-
tion to particular diseases may cause employers or
prospective employers to hire or fire someone who is
genetically linked to a future chronic illness.

For these reasons it is important that government
and private industry be held to strict standards regard-
ing the retention of DNA samples and the distribution
of genetic information. The rights of individuals can be
protected if the legislatures carefully adopt laws—and
localities adopt procedures—that will assure privacy

and at the same time provide police with tools to appre-
hend more offenders.

Commissioner Howard Safir of the New York City
Police Department has offered a plan which would pro-
vide maximum efficiency for law enforcement, but
would also assure that genetic information would not
be made available in such a way as to interfere with
individual privacy. He suggests the following:

• All misdemeanor and felony arrestees should
have their DNA sample taken via buccal swab.10

• State legislatures must fund the collection and
analysis of all DNA samples and send the infor-
mation into a national database for the tracking
of offenders.

• The federal government should establish a data-
base for the collection of DNA information from
all arrestees under both federal and state jurisdic-
tion.

• The United States should follow the lead of Eng-
lish law enforcement and establish an indepen-
dent laboratory—like the FSS—for the testing of
all DNA samples. The advantage of such a lab
would be that it could serve both the prosecution
and defense without any interest in test results or
case outcomes.

Objections to these suggestions assert that taking
DNA information from arrestees—rather than con-
victs—somehow disturbs the presumption of innocence
and further erodes the privacy of the general public.11 It
is quite clear that the taking of DNA samples from con-
victs—at least from violent offenders or sex offenders –
meets the requirements of most state courts. The recent
decision from the Massachusetts Supreme Court in
Landry v. Attorney General 12 found no Fourth Amend-
ment violation in the taking of blood (for DNA typing)
from convicted felons, and suggested that the crime
control benefits eclipsed the privacy concerns of the
prisoners. “[T]he high government interest in a particu-
larly reliable form of identification outweighs the mini-
mal intrusion of a pin prick.”13

It is the reliability of DNA evidence that supports
the need for its everyday use in law enforcement. Just
like fingerprinting and photographing at arrest serves
as a record of identification for police and prosecutors,
so too should DNA be accepted as a refinement of these
identification tools. It is true that DNA evidence can tell
police far more about a person than a standard finger-
print, but such a benefit to law enforcement should
hardly affect the Fourth Amendment question of
whether the taking—i.e., the search and seizure—of the
sample is reasonable.
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Careful use of screening and storage protocols, will
make it possible to meet most privacy concerns, while
taking advantage of the benefits of the most advanced
crime prevention techniques. As a way to allay the fears
of those who worry about genetic profiling for commer-
cial use, it would be best to destroy every sample (buc-
cal swab or blood sample) after the material has been
typed. The unauthorized distribution or reception of
genetic information should be made a felony. Legisla-
tures should also ensure the destruction of genetic iden-
tifiers (just like fingerprints and photographs) taken
from acquitted persons, or those whose cases have been
declined by prosecutors.

DNA technology affords America the chance to rad-
ically change the way it looks at and solves crime. It is
time to take that chance and embrace DNA technology.
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before his trial has begun”) Further, Bell makes clear that the use
of correctional apparatus to pretrial detainees does not suggest
the imposition of punishment. See id. at 534.

12. 429 Mass. 336 (1999).

13. Id. at 345 (citation omitted).

14. See Chembytes Series, Crime Scene to Court (visited Dec. 11, 1999)
<http://www.chemsoc.org/ gateway/chembyte/forensic.htm>
(noting that the inventor of DNA identification, Alec Jeffreys,
called his process “DNA fingerprinting”).

15. Landry, 429 Mass. at 347.

16. 962 F.2d 302 (4th Cir. 1992).

17. Id. at 306-07 (citations omitted).

18. The hazards of eyewitness and photograph identifications are
well documented. See People v. McDonald, 37 Cal. 3d 351 (Sup.
Ct., 1984). See also Frontline, What Jennifer Saw: Summary of Cot-
ton’s Case, (visited Feb. 8, 2000) <http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/
pages/frontline/shows/dna/cotton/summary.html> (indicat-
ing the superiority of DNA technology over eyewitness and
photo identification was featured on PBS’ Frontline where
Ronald Cotton, a convicted rapist in North Carolina, was finally
freed by DNA evidence after having spent 10+ years in prison
as a result of having been identified by witnesses via a photo
and a lineup); Dr. Elizabeth Loftus & Katherine Ketcham, Wit-
ness for the Defense: The Accused, the Eyewitness, and the
Expert who Puts Memory on Trial (1991).
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Genetic discrimination by the government is not
merely an artifact of the distant past. During the 1970s,
the Air Force refused to allow healthy individuals who
carried one copy of the sickle-cell gene to engage in
flight training, even though two copies of the gene are
needed for symptoms of sickle-cell disease to develop.
This restriction was based upon the then untested (and
now known to be incorrect) belief that people with a
single such gene could display symptoms of sickle-cell
disease under low oxygen conditions, even though they
would not actually have sickle-cell disease.3

Genetic discrimination by private industry is
becoming increasingly commonplace as well. A 1997
survey conducted by the American Management Asso-
ciation found that six to ten percent of responding
employers (well over 6,000 companies) used genetic
testing for employment purposes.4 The Council for
Responsible Genetics, a nonprofit advocacy group
based in Cambridge, Mass., has documented hundreds
of cases in which healthy people have been denied
insurance or a job based on genetic “predictions.” 

In short, there is a frightening potential for a brave
new world where genetic information is routinely col-
lected and its use results in abuse and discrimination. 

Now, I am certainly aware that the primary pur-
pose of forensic DNA databases like CODIS is identifi-
cation and that the profiles are of 13 loci that currently
provide no other information. However, I reject the
term “junk DNA” because as the Human Genome Pro-
ject and other studies continue those loci may well turn
out to contain other useful genetic information. 

The question then is why I am skeptical that we can
hold the line and ward off the brave new world of
genetic determinism? 

In general, I am skeptical because of the long histo-
ry of function creep. Of databases, which are created for
one discrete purpose and, which despite the initial
promises of the their creators, eventually take on new
functions and purposes. In the 1930s promises were
made that the Social Security numbers would only be
used as an aid for the new retirement program, but over
the past 60 years they have gradually become the uni-
versal identifier which their creators claimed they
would not be.

Similarly, census records created for general statisti-
cal purposes were used during World War II to round
up innocent Japanese Americans and to place them in
interment camps. 

I want to explain my
fears about the creeping
expansion of DNA data bank-
ing and the uses that this
information will be put to. I
want to explain what those
fears are based on and to
challenge those who advocate
the use of DNA evidence in
the criminal justice system to
prove me wrong—to demon-
strate that the lid can be firm-
ly kept on Pandora’s box. 

Let me start with a point that I hope we can all
agree on. Drawing a DNA sample is not the same as
taking a fingerprint. Fingerprints are two-dimensional
representations of the physical attributes of our finger-
tips. They are useful only as a form of identification.
DNA profiling may be used for identification purposes,
but the DNA itself represents far more than a finger-
print. Indeed, it trivializes DNA data banking to call it a
genetic fingerprint; in Massachusetts, lawmakers have
specifically rejected that term.1

I understand that the CODIS system2 contains only
a limited amount of genetic information compiled for
identification purposes. But the amount of personal and
private data contained in a DNA specimen makes its
seizure extraordinary in both its nature and scope. The
DNA samples that are being held by state and local
governments can provide insights into the most person-
al family relationships and the most intimate workings
of the human body, including the likelihood of the
occurrence of over 4,000 types of genetic conditions and
diseases. DNA may reveal private information such as
legitimacy at birth and there are many who will claim
that there are genetic markers for aggression, substance
addiction, criminal tendencies and sexual orientation.

And because genetic information pertains not only
to the individual whose DNA is sampled, but to every-
one who shares in that person’s blood line, potential
threats to genetic privacy posed by their collection
extend well beyond the millions of people whose sam-
ples are currently on file. 

It is worth bearing in mind, too, that there is a long,
unfortunate history of despicable behavior by govern-
ments toward people whose genetic composition has
been considered “abnormal” under the prevailing soci-
etal standards of the day. 

The Creeping Expansion of DNA Data Banking
By Barry Steinhardt
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We are already beginning to see that function creep
in DNA databases. In a very short time, we have wit-
nessed the ever-widening scope of the target groups
from whom law enforcement collects DNA and rapid
fire proposals to expand the target populations to new
and ever greater numbers of persons. 

In a less than a decade, we have gone from collect-
ing DNA from convicted sex offenders—on the theory
that they are likely to be recidivists and that they fre-
quently leave biological evidence—to data banks of all
violent offenders; to all persons convicted of a crime; to
juvenile offenders in 29 states and now to proposals to
DNA test all arrestees. 

I am skeptical because too many state statutes allow
evidence which has been purportedly collected only for
identification purposes, to be used for a variety of other
purposes. The Massachusetts law that the ACLU is
challenging, for example, contains an open-ended
authorization for any disclosure that is or may be
required as a condition of federal funding and allows
for the disclosure of information, including personally
identifiable information for “advancing other humani-
tarian purposes.”5

I am skeptical because there are proponents of these
DNA database laws who continue to cling to notions of
a genetic cause of crime. In 1996, the year before the
Legislature’s enactment of the law authorizing the
Massachusetts DNA database, the Legislature commis-
sioned a study to research the biological origins of
crime that focused on the genetic causes. 

That report specifically focused on genes as the
basis for criminal behavior, stating: The report foresaw
a future where “genetics begin . . . to play a role in the
effort to evaluate the causes of crime,” and even cited
two articles regarding the debunked “XYY syndrome.”6

I am skeptical too because too many holders of
DNA data refuse to destroy or return that data even
after the purported purpose has been satisfied. 

The Department of Defense, for example, has three
million biological samples it has collected from service
personnel for the stated purpose of identifying remains
or body parts of a soldier killed on duty. But it keeps
those samples for information for 50 years—long after
the subjects have left the military. And the DOD refuses
to promulgate regulations which assure that no third
parties will have access to the records. Isn’t it likely that
once the genetic information is collected and banked,
pressures will mount to use it for other purposes than
the ones for which it was gathered, such as the identifi-
cation of criminal suspects or medical research? In fact,
on several occasions, the FBI has already requested
access to this data for purposes of criminal investiga-
tions near military bases. 

Similarly, many state laws do not require the
destruction of a DNA record and/or sample after a con-
viction has been overturned or—in the case of
Louisiana’s incipient law—do not require that a person
arrested for a crime of which he is not convicted auto-
matically has his DNA records expunged. 

The existence of private DNA databases in testing
laboratories and government offices, that operate out-
side the relatively strict CODIS framework, also gives
me reason for concern and skepticism. 

I am also skeptical, when I hear from Professor
Barry Scheck of discussions he has had with law
enforcement officials who are considering DNA “drag-
nets” of neighborhoods or classes of people without
informed consent. And I am particularly distressed by
the trumpeting of the British model, with its expansive
testing and where in one case all the young male inhab-
itants of a whole village were required to submit to
blood or saliva tests. 

And I am made more skeptical by sloppy practices
that indicate that too few jurisdictions take seriously
their obligations under the data bank regime to careful-
ly preserve and test the samples that they do have.
Only two state statutes, for example, mandate outside
proficiency testing of DNA labs. 

In short, the trend is away from limited-purpose
forensic data banks. The purposes and target popula-
tions are growing and the trend is ominous. 

Compounding this problem is that there are few
laws, and certainly none at the federal level, which pro-
hibit genetic discrimination by employers, insurers or
medical care providers. More and more DNA is being
collected, and with the advances in genetic research that
make that DNA more and more valuable, instances of
discrimination and misuse will grow as well. 

Now let me turn to the specific question of DNA
data collection from arrestees. Aside from supporting
my suspicions that we will see an ever-widening circle
of DNA surveillance, these proposals are fundamentally
unfair, they violate the Constitution and even from a
law enforcement perspective they are not practical—at
least not at the moment. 

Let’s start with what I thought would be the obvi-
ous. Arrest does not equal guilt and you shouldn’t suf-
fer the consequences of guilt until after you have been
convicted. The fact is that many arrests do not result in
a conviction.

For example, a national survey of the adjudication
outcomes for felony defendants in the 75 largest coun-
ties in the country revealed that in felony assault cases,
half the charges were dismissed outright, and in 14 per-
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“fundamentally inconsistent”8 with the “needs and exi-
gencies” of “the regime to which they have been law-
fully committed.”9

It cannot be argued that forcing arrestees to provide
blood samples serves any legitimate security concern,
even if they are in pre-trial detention. There are ample
other means of confirming their identity. Nor by defini-
tion can DNA samples be used to insure compliance
with any specified term of post-conviction supervised
release. Put simply, these persons have not been con-
victed of any crime and may never be. 

The only possible justification is investigatory and
if law enforcement has reason to suspect an individual
arrestee then it can and should seek a warrant. 

If the special-exception doctrine makes any sense in
the context of the post-convicted, it is based on the
assumption that they have been found to have commit-
ted a crime where the recidivist rate is high and the
presence of biological evidence is likely. How can you
justify forced testing of a person arrested for jaywalk-
ing, or taking part in a political demonstration under
that doctrine? 

Now let me turn to the most practical of considera-
tions—indeed the only consideration that gives me rea-
son to hope that we will not move further down the
path of DNA surveillance. As I read the literature, the
single greatest obstacle to implementation of existing
DNA data bank regimes is the large backlog of
unprocessed samples. If I read the literature correctly,
there is a backlog of 450,000 unprocessed samples and
only 38,000 have been processed.10

There were 15 million arrests last year. From the
law enforcement perspective does it really make sense
to put the next dollars into collecting and processing
samples for persons who have never been convicted of
a crime; let alone a crime of the sort where DNA evi-
dence is most likely to be probative. Wouldn’t it make
more sense to put scarce resources into processing the
samples you already have and will generate in the
future under the existing programs. 

Let me say that I would love to be proved wrong. I
would be more than happy to find that my fears are
misplaced and that the civil liberties community is
wrong about the likely future. If the advocates of DNA
data banking can, in fact, restrict the uses of the data to
forensic identification, if the data banks only cover per-
sons convicted of a small number of crimes like sexual
assault, if testing practices and data security are
improved, all to the better. I won’t mind being wrong.
Pandora’s box can be closed. 

But the stakes are high and the risks are great.
Every expansion of the data banks and every new use
for the data increases those risks. The Commission has

cent of cases, the charges were reduced to a misde-
meanor.

A study released by the California State Assembly’s
Commission on the Status of African American Males in
the early 1990s revealed that 64 percent of the drug
arrests of whites and 81 percent of Latinos were not
sustainable, and that an astonishing 92 percent of the
black men arrested by police on drug charges were sub-
sequently released for lack of evidence or inadmissible
evidence. 

Indeed, there is a disturbing element of racial dis-
parity that runs throughout our criminal justice system
that can only be compounded by the creation of data-
bases of persons arrested but not convicted of crimes. 

Racial profiling and stereotyping is a reality of our
criminal justice system. One study of police stops on a
strip of interstate in Maryland gives some insight into
the nature of the problem. Over several months in 1995,
a survey found that 73 percent of the cars stopped and
searched were driven by African-Americans, while they
made up only 14 percent of the people driving along
the interstate. While the arrests rates were about the
same for whites and persons of color (approximately 28
percent), the disproportionate number of stops of
minorities resulted in a disproportionate number of
persons of color being arrested.

Now I make no secret of the ACLU’s opposition to
DNA data banking, even for convicted felons. We have
argued and will continue to argue in cases like Landry7

in Massachusetts that these are intrusive, unreasonable
searches made without the individualized suspicion
required by the Fourth Amendment and analogous pro-
visions of state constitutions. But even if you accept the
rulings that DNA data banking for convicted felons is
permissible, either because a special need is present
where persons have been convicted of crimes with high
recidivism rates and the presence of biological evidence
like sexual assaults, or that convicted felons have a
diminished expectation of privacy, neither of those cir-
cumstances apply to persons who have simply been
arrested. 

To find otherwise is to equate arrest with guilt and
to empower police officers, rather than judges and
juries, with the power to force persons to provide the
state with evidence that harbors many of their most
intimate secrets and those of their blood relatives.
Under the current circumstances of mistrust, that is an
especially chilling notion for a New Yorker. 

Take, for example, the “diminished expectations”
argument on which most of the post-conviction DNA
testing cases rest. Under this doctrine, the rights of per-
sons who have been convicted of crimes become
“diminished,” only to the extent that those rights are
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4. American Management Association, Workplace Testing & Moni-
toring (1997), quoted in Rosemary Orthmann, Three-Fourths of
Major Employers Conduct Medical and Drug Tests, Employment
Testing—Law & Policy Reporter (Jul. 1997).

5. Mass. Gen. Laws Ann. ch. 22E, § 10 (West 1999).

6. “Questions Concerning Biological Risk Factors for Criminal
Behavior” (1996), cited in Brief of Amicus Curiae, Council for
Responsible Genetics, Landry v. Harshbarger (No. SJC-07899),
<http://www.aclu.org/court/landry/harshbarger_crg.html>.

7. Landry v. Attorney General, 429 Mass. 336 (1999) cert. denied, 68
U.S.L.W. 3153 (U.S.Mass. Jan 10, 2000) (No. 99-359) (holding that
involuntary collection of DNA samples from persons subject to
Massachusetts’ DNA statute did not result in unreasonable
search and seizure under the 4th Amendment and the State
Constitution).

8. Hudson v. Palmer, 468 U.S. 517, 523 (1984).

9. Wolff v. McDonnell, 418 U.S. at 555-556 (1974). 

10. National Commission on the Future of DNA Evidence, CODIS
Offender Database Backlog Reduction Discussion (last modified Jan.
17, 2000) <http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/nij/dnamtgtrans3/
trans-k.html>.

Barry Steinhardt, Esq., is the Associate Director,
American Civil Liberties Union.

This article is based on the author’s testimony
before the National Commission on the Future of
DNA Evidence on Monday, March 1, 1999. Transcripts
of his and other testimony before the Commission are
available on line at http://www.ojp. usdoj.gov/nij/dna.

an obligation not just to assist law enforcement, but to
protect the privacy interests of all Americans.

We may not agree on what has come before, but I
hope you will agree that if the line is not held here, it
may never be held at all.

Endnotes
1. Commonwealth v. Curnin, 409 Mass. 218, 219 n. 2 (1991) (rejecting

the use of the phrase “‘DNA fingerprinting’ because (1) it tends
to trivialize the intricacies of the processes by which information
for DNA comparisons is obtained (when compared to the
process of fingerprinting) and (2) the word fingerprinting tends
to suggest erroneously that DNA testing of the type involved in
this case will identify conclusively, like real fingerprinting, the
one person in the world who could have left the identifying evi-
dence at the crime scene.”).

2. Combined DNA Index System, “[a] collection of databases of
DNA profiles obtained from evidence samples from unsolved
crimes and from known individuals convicted of particular
crimes. Contributions to this database are made through State
crime laboratories and the data are maintained by the FBI.” Jere-
my Travis & Christopher Asplen, National Commission on the
Future of DNA Evidence, NCJ Pub. No. 177626, Postconviction
DNA Testing: Recommendations for Handling Requests 67
(1999).

3. E. Donald Shapiro & Michelle L. Weinberg, DNA Data Banking:
The Dangerous Erosion of Privacy, 38 Clev. St. L. Rev. 455, 480 n.
132 (1990).
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DNA Sampling on Arrest and the Fourth Amendment
By David H. Kaye

seizure for Fourth Amendment purposes. If it is merely
an inspection of material on the surface of the body,
however, the collection of this material may not be, in
and of itself, a search or seizure. Even so, subsequent
analysis could reveal sensitive, personal information.
For this reason, the Fourth Amendment is implicated
when the government compels individuals to submit
their DNA.

These conclusions follow from Katz v. United States2

and its progeny. In Katz, the government acquired key
evidence to convict the defendant of interstate gam-
bling by attaching an electronic listening and recording
device to the outside of a public telephone booth. The
government argued that the interception was not a
search because there was no physical trespass and the
telephone booth was in a public place. The Supreme
Court held that neither entry onto private property nor
inspection of tangible items is an essential feature of a
search, for “the Fourth Amendment protects people, not
places.”3 It protected the defendant, the Court
explained, because “a person in a telephone booth . . .
who occupies it, shuts the door behind him, and pays
the toll that permits him to place a call is surely entitled
to assume that the words he utters into the mouthpiece
will not be broadcast to the world.”4 Because the federal
agents had no warrant authorizing the interception, the
majority held that the search violated the Fourth
Amendment. In perhaps the most famous passage to
emanate from the Justices in Katz, however, Justice Har-
lan wrote in his concurring opinion that “there is a
twofold requirement, first that a person have exhibited
an actual (subjective) expectation of privacy and, sec-
ond, that the expectation be one that society is prepared
to recognize as ‘reasonable.’”5 Under Katz, the crucial
threshold question for DNA sampling is whether soci-
ety should recognize the expectation that the sample is
not “up for grabs” by the government as reasonable.

Public Exposure and Knowledge
Public exposure of a bodily characteristic is highly

significant in determining whether forcing the individ-
ual to reveal that characteristic to the government is a
Fourth Amendment search. In Katz, the Court observed
that “[w]hat a person knowingly exposes to the public,
even in his own home or office, is not a subject of
Fourth Amendment protection. . . .”6 In United States v.
Dionisio,7 a grand jury subpoenaed twenty people to
read the transcript of a tape recorded conversation
aloud so that agents could record their voices and com-

Every state and the feder-
al government requires indi-
viduals convicted of certain
felonies to provide DNA sam-
ples. These samples are ana-
lyzed for the presence of vari-
ous individualizing features.
The resulting, numerically
coded “DNA profile” is
stored in computers. By
searching for matches
between the recorded profiles
and profiles derived from
DNA in traces of blood, semen, or saliva associated
with crimes, authorities have been able to identify hun-
dreds of offenders. These early successes prompted pro-
posals from law enforcement officials to take—and
keep—DNA from individuals who are merely arrested.
Although in most jurisdictions laboratories lack the
capacity to handle the additional influx of samples that
arrestee data banking would generate, it is only a mat-
ter of time until it will be feasible to analyze everyone’s
DNA.

But should we treat DNA like fingerprints and build
searchable databases of identifying DNA information
for some or all individuals who the police arrest for one
reason or another? Or is the affront to personal privacy
too grave a price to pay for the enhanced power to
solve crimes and save lives? Does the constitution even
permit such a police practice? Here, I offer an answer to
the most powerful constitutional challenge that can be
raised to sampling DNA on arrest—that it would be an
unreasonable search or seizure under the Fourth
Amendment.1 I first argue that sampling and analyzing
DNA should be considered a “search or seizure” that
merits constitutional scrutiny. I then show that existing
caselaw indicates that a carefully circumscribed data-
base system that includes samples from arrestees could
satisfy the Fourth Amendment.

DNA Databanking as a Search or Seizure
A threshold question in considering the constitu-

tionality of DNA sampling under the Fourth Amend-
ment is whether the acquisition of the sample is a
search or seizure. If it is not, then the Fourth Amend-
ment is no barrier. Making this determination requires
an analysis of the method of collection used and the
disposition of the sample. If sampling involves a physi-
cal intrusion into the body, the procedure is a search or
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pare them to those in the original conversation. Dioni-
sio refused to cooperate and was held in contempt. The
Supreme Court rejected his claim of Fourth Amend-
ment protection. Explaining that “[t]he physical charac-
teristics of a person’s voice, its tone and manner, as
opposed to the content of a specific conversation, are
constantly exposed to the public,”8 the Court held that
neither the subpoena nor the recording process consti-
tuted a search or seizure.

The exposed-to-the-public principle, however, is
ambiguous. Dionisio involved features that are casually
and constantly observed in public. But what about fea-
tures that are less widely known or not known at all by
casual observers? Courts have extended the notion of
“exposed to the public” well beyond the range of that
which is constantly exposed and easily observed. Some
courts, for example, have held that shining an ultravio-
let lamp on an arrestee’s skin to expose chemicals trans-
ferred from stolen money is not a search because the
fluorescent material “‘may be compared to a physical
characteristic, such as a fingerprint or one’s voice,
which is constantly exposed to the public.’”9

Likewise, it might be argued that DNA is constantly
exposed to the public. People shed hairs, cough or
sneeze, expectorate, and even leave fingerprints that
can contain cells. At best, however, the fact of such
exposure is a relevant consideration in deciding
whether the Fourth Amendment applies. Dionisio and
cases extending it involve no intrusion into or touching
of private areas of the body and no discovery of infor-
mation about the individual beyond the identifying
characteristics. Accordingly, even if the dubious posi-
tion is taken that DNA is constantly exposed to the
public in a meaningful way, whether these additional
factors create a reasonable expectation of privacy must
be considered.

Invasion of the Body and the Nature
of the Information

Removing blood from the circulatory system
invades bodily integrity, and as such, constitutes a
search.10 However, DNA can be obtained less invasive-
ly. Swabbing the inside of the cheek can provide cells
for DNA analysis, but that, too, exceeds an inspection of
the surface of the body presented to the public at large.
Consequently, buccal swabbing is likely to trigger
Fourth Amendment protection.11 Saliva sampling pre-
sents a closer case because there is no entry into a body
cavity.12 Collecting DNA from exfoliating epidermal
cells would be even less invasive than saliva sampling.
These cells are on the outside of the body, where they
are “visible” to the world in much the same sense as
fingerprints. If an adequate number could be obtained
by a procedure that is no more disturbing than finger-
printing, then both the site from which they are taken

and the method of collection would suggest that this
form of DNA sampling is not a search.

There is, however, a further consideration—the
nature of the information that can be derived from the
bodily material. If the DNA were obtained in a nonin-
vasive manner and if only information related to identi-
fication could be obtained from it, the analogy to finger-
printing would be complete. Suppose that police were
equipped with miniaturized DNA chips that could
probe only noncoding loci13 and that would automati-
cally destroy the DNA once it has been analyzed and
the profile recorded. This system might not rise to the
level of a search. As currently practiced, however, DNA
sampling should be considered a search and must be
“reasonable” within the meaning of the Fourth Amend-
ment.

Categorizing versus Balancing
The reasonableness of a search can depend on

many things: the presence of a warrant, or, in the
absence of a warrant, the feasibility or value of securing
one; the extent and nature of the invasion of privacy;
the purpose of the search; and the likelihood that it will
achieve its goal. In theory, courts could inquire into the
totality of the circumstances in each case, but in practice
the courts usually apply categorical rules. Applying
these rules to collecting and storing DNA information
of arrestees, however, is neither simple nor free from
doubt, and the constitutional analysis must attend to
the following possible objections to DNA databanking:
(a) there is no warrant and no probable cause (let alone
reasonable suspicion) that the search will produce evi-
dence of the offense for which the arrest is made; and
(b) the sampling infringes bodily integrity and informa-
tional privacy. In several other situations where these
objections have been raised, the Supreme Court has
held that the government could undertake searches or
seizures without a warrant and without individualized
suspicion. If DNA databanking falls into one of the cat-
egories that these cases have established, it satisfies the
Fourth Amendment. If it does not, the question of
whether a new exception should be created arises—an
inquiry that requires balancing the seriousness of the
invasion of privacy against the governmental interests
in the search.

The Identification Exception
The courts have long recognized the importance of

accurately identifying individuals who are arrested.
Although the Supreme Court has yet to bestow its for-
mal blessing on routine fingerprinting or other identifi-
cation procedures on arrest, it has intimated that
inquiries that merely identify arrestees are valid,14 and
today most courts take the propriety of fingerprinting
arrestees for granted. The procedure is a kind of inven-
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cality and value of securing a warrant and requiring
individual suspicion, and the gravity of the privacy
invasion.19 It has upheld warrantless, suspicionless
searches of many types: administrative inspections in
“closely regulated” businesses;20 stops for questioning
or observation at a fixed Border Patrol checkpoint21 or
at a sobriety checkpoint;22 routine or random blood test-
ing and urinalysis of certain employees23 and student
athletes24 (but not candidates for public office);25 inspec-
tions and seizures for the purpose of inventorying and
preserving an arrestee’s possessions;26 random “shake-
down” searches of prison cells;27 and even visual anal
or vaginal examinations of pretrial detainees.28

In determining whether DNA databanking is sub-
ject to the “special needs” analysis, the pivotal question
is whether the raison d’etre of the system is unrelated to
probable cause for believing that the target of the search
is guilty of a particular crime. Because this is true of
DNA databanking for identification, it is likely that
courts will apply the balancing test used in the special
needs cases to this new practice.

The “Special Needs” Balancing
On one side of the ledger, the physical intrusion is

minimal, especially if the surface of the skin is not pen-
etrated. Certainly, it is far less offensive than the body
cavity searches of arrestees upheld in Bell v. Wolfish.29

Furthermore, if there is adequate assurance that profil-
ing of only “vacuous” loci can take place, no additional
privacy interests are implicated. Finally, there is no
unjustified detention of the person or entry into the
home or other property. In sum, if the collection and
storage of the genetic information is properly struc-
tured, the effect on the security of “persons, houses,
papers, and effects” is quite limited.

To be balanced against the individual interest in the
security of the person, are the government’s interests. In
addition to the administrative reasons to record biomet-
ric data that show a person’s true identity discussed in
connection with the identification exception, DNA sam-
pling on arrest can help reduce serious crime in two
ways. First, if a database of trace evidence DNA profiles
from unsolved crimes were in place, a new arrestee’s
profile could be compared to those in the unsolved
crimes database. A “hit” could result in continued pre-
trial detention, prosecution, and conviction for the
unsolved crime. Second, even if no unsolved crimes
database exists, the arrestee’s profile could be included
in a database of DNA profiles from arrestees. DNA
from an unsolved case could be compared to all the
potential offender profiles. A “hit” in the arrestee data-
base could help solve the new case.

These government interests should not be exagger-
ated. Many people who have been arrested already

tory search, providing an unequivocal record of just
who has been arrested, that is considered appropriate
when the state takes an individual into custody.15

Of course, recording biometric data that help estab-
lish the identity of those charged with crimes serves
another function. Once the data have been justifiably
obtained as part of the “inventory” of the arrested indi-
vidual, they can be used to solve crimes unrelated to
the one for which the arrest was made, on the ground
that the further use does not amount to an independent
invasion of privacy. For example, “mug shots” can be
shown to a victim of a robbery in the hope that the vic-
tim will be able to identify the perpetrator or to exclude
innocent subjects.16 However, this investigatory use of
biometric data is not what underlies the identification
exception. The normal “identification exception” might
be better denominated a “true identity” exception, since
it merely relates to the government’s need to know pre-
cisely who it has arrested.

Although the identity exception seems well estab-
lished, whether DNA typing can be subsumed within it
is less clear. On the one hand, fingerprints already pro-
vide an unequivocal, and in some respects, a better
record of personal identity than forensic DNA typing.
Monozygotic twins can be distinguished by their finger-
prints, but not by their DNA. In addition, with current
technology, fingerprints can be obtained more easily
and more cheaply than DNA profiles. On the other
hand, fingerprint patterns cannot be converted into
numerical data that can be searched as efficiently as
DNA data, and it is not obvious why the state should
be confined to only one biometric identifier. An arrestee
might be carrying false identification, and searching a
database of DNA profiles of individuals with outstand-
ing warrants might reveal that the arrestee is a fugitive.
Thus, the narrow, “true identity” exception might well
pertain to DNA genotyping as much as it does to fin-
gerprinting.

The “Special Needs” Exception
A relatively recent and somewhat amorphous cate-

gory of searches that do not require a warrant or indi-
vidualized suspicion goes under the rubric of “special
needs.” These cases involve searches undertaken for
some purpose other than the interception of contraband
or the discovery of evidence of crime. As indicated in
National Treasury Employees Union v. Von Raab,17 “where
a Fourth Amendment intrusion serves special govern-
mental needs, beyond the normal need for law enforce-
ment, it is necessary to balance the individual’s privacy
expectations against the Government’s interests to
determine whether it is impractical to require a warrant
or some level of individualized suspicion in the particu-
lar context.”18 In these cases, the Court has considered
the importance of the government’s interest, the practi-
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have convictions, and already should be in a convicted-
offender database. Arrestee databanking offers no new
information about them. Of the remaining arrestees
who have no previous convictions, many will be con-
victed of the crime for which they were arrested. Their
profiles soon would be in the convicted-offender data-
base anyway. Consequently, the total impact of taking
DNA from arrestees could be small.30

But even a small advance in law enforcement might
be enough to justify nonintrusive DNA databanking
confined to innocuous, biometrically identifying infor-
mation on the individual. If reliable data were to
demonstrate that individuals arrested for various
offenses tend to commit other offenses for which DNA
evidence frequently is available, then the argument for
allowing DNA sampling on arrest as a “special need”
probably would prevail. Which way the balance tips is
a close question, but one that probably would be
resolved in favor of a minimally invasive, highly secure
system for DNA databanking even at the point of
arrest.
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Why Is GIS Important?
GIS is no longer viewed as a complicated, expen-

sive tool for geographers and cartographers to plot out
maps. It has tremendous potential to affect a wide
variety of fields, from community planning and
economic development to political district map-
ping and criminal investigations. 

In recent years, the use of GIS has grown rapid-
ly in both the public and private sectors. While
traditionally relegated to remote portions of an
organization, more recently, with the advent of
new products, GIS is rapidly becoming integrated
into basic business applications.

Interest in GIS outside of the technology com-
munity is growing rapidly. The legal profession
should also be aware of how influential this tool
is, with its capacity to provide powerful visual
depiction of data. In other words, managers are
using GIS in their day-to-day activities. 

The State of New York has taken a proactive
role in recognizing the potential of GIS and work-
ing to coordinate GIS development and imple-
mentation. The State has established a framework
for GIS use and collaboration not only among

Geographic Information Systems:
The Wave of the Future for Information Analysis
By James G. Natoli

What Is GIS?
A Geographic Information System, or

GIS, as it is better known, is an electronic
information system
that analyzes, inte-
grates, and dis-
plays information
based on its loca-
tion. GIS systems
have powerful
visual display
capabilities that
present the results
of analysis on
maps on a wide
variety of scales.

GIS is an excellent technology to understand
and solve problems associated with data
whose common attributes are related to place
and geography. 

In its simplest form, GIS can be used to
create a map for the user on demand; in its
more complex form, it becomes a database
with millions of pieces of data that are related
geographically and can be displayed in a user-friendly
format to make multifaceted interrelationships visually
understandable.

Although GIS is often thought of as computerized mapping, it is much more. The picture
above shows digital photography with parcel boundary data outlined on top of it. The
parcel data (depicted to the right) can be accessed, using GIS, by simply selecting the
parcel.

This image was provided by the Department of Transportation to the Attorney
General’s Office for use in defense of a major wrongful death case pending in the
New York State Court of Claims. The image combines an aerial photograph draped
over a 3D model of the land surface to provide a highly realistic depiction of the
accident location, which occurred near the junction of a highway and the town line.
The Hudson River is in the foreground in this scene looking southwest towards
Storm King Mountain.
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Engineers, planners, and cartographers have tradi-
tionally used GIS programs to analyze transportation
systems, real property data and utility lines. Purchasing
a GIS system often meant spending thousands of dol-
lars on high-end workstations and complex software as
well as training to use them. However, in the last few
years, the development of PC-based and Internet GIS
programs has begun to offer powerful analytical and
mapping tools that are easier to use and come close to

matching the sophistication of high-end
tools at a fraction of the price. Program man-
agers are starting to use these tools to ana-
lyze data and create presentations that meet
their needs. Program managers around the
country are recognizing GIS as a valuable
tool to provide efficient and easy ways to
represent, understand and solve complex
problems. 

In the past, data had to be specifically
modified for GIS applications. However, due
to the emerging trend of storing data in
large integrated computer systems (data
warehouses), the major GIS vendors are
focusing on developing GIS software that
will access this data without time consum-
ing modifications. This will allow users to
perform spatial analysis of existing datasets
previously maintained for applications total-
ly unrelated to GIS, thereby maximizing the
value of these resources. More importantly,
it provides managers with the opportunity
to analyze this information using GIS tools
and display it in a much more understand-
able visual medium. 

state agencies, but also with
federal and local govern-
ments, other states, not-for-
profit organizations, acade-
mia, and the private sector.

As GIS technology
develops further, there are
many issues that will need
to be addressed, including
defining how GIS data will
be used, who will regulate
it, and who will pay for it.
As GIS is used more fre-
quently in federal, state and
local government, the pub-
lic sector legal community
will need to become aware
of the implications of GIS
use as it deals with licens-
ing issues, cost and ownership rights, privacy, and
confidentiality concerns.

How Is GIS Used?
The combinations of uses are only limited by the

kinds of questions that need to be answered and the
kind of spatial data (data that can be referenced to a
street address, a census block, a highway mile marker
or geographic coordinate, to name but a few methods of
defining a position on the earth) that is available to
answer them. 

Graphic created by the Visualization Program, Center for Theory and Simulation
in Science and Engineering at Cornell University.

In this past year, New York State’s use of GIS for health studies and emergency manage-
ment has received a great deal of attention. For the first time, the Department of Health
provided GIS data on cancer cases on its website. Later in the year, DOH used GIS to
respond to the outbreak of encephalitis in the New York City metropolitan region.

One of the most useful fea-
tures of a GIS is its ability
to overlay on a map a wide
variety of disparate infor-
mation in order to see how
these different datasets
combine to answer ques-
tions and solve problems.
A GIS can be used to
attract new businesses by
locating the most favor-
able sites across the State.
It can show the distribu-
tion of children under age
five, within the city limits,
along with the location of
day care providers for
preschoolers. It can show
the distribution of agency
service centers in relation-
ship to shifts in the popu-
lation that they serve.
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to assess them must be shared among
different jurisdictions and agencies. GIS
is used in New York to support such
environmental management activities
as managing forests, watersheds,
wildlife habitats and wetlands, as well
as monitoring various sources of pollu-
tion. 

Education. Schools can use GIS for
such things as forecasting enrollments,
optimizing bus routing and other plan-
ning needs. The box on state income
tax forms that asks for a school district
code is used by a GIS to help ensure
that state school aid goes to the appro-
priate school district. 

Infrastructure Management. The
state’s infrastructure—highways, rail-
ways, waterways, water and sewer sys-
tems, and electric, gas, telephone, and
telecommunications systems—is the
foundation of the state’s economic
development potential. The planning,
design, construction, operation and
maintenance of this infrastructure can
be managed effectively through the use
of GIS applications. For example, GIS is
used in some communities to analyze
the relationship between major
employers, low income housing, and
day care services to insure that mass
transit is routed properly to service
these citizens. GIS is also utilized to
analyze flood zones to determine

Examples of GIS Use
GIS is recognized for its ability to assist govern-

ments in economic development, tax assessment, infra-
structure management, emergency management, deliv-
ery of health and human services, planning and zoning,
environmental management, transportation studies and
crime analysis. The private sector is using GIS for such
areas as market analysis, transportation routing, and
insurance analysis.

There are almost limitless applications for GIS.
Some examples are: 

Economic Development. GIS offers
enormous potential to support econom-
ic development. These systems can ana-
lyze locations for business expansion
opportunities and can support the
development and evaluation of public
policies to guide expansion. A GIS can
identify sites, locate customers and
suppliers, and help minimize trans-
portation and shipping costs. It can
also identify workforce characteristics,
educational resources, and other quali-
ty of life elements that are important to
business developers. Some communi-
ties use GIS to highlight assets and
attract businesses to pre-selected sites
in the community using the Internet.

Environment and Natural Resources
Management. Geographic information
analysis allows planners and policy-
makers to understand the environmen-
tal effects of their policy choices. Since
environmental concerns do not stop at
the county line, the information needed

During 1999, GIS was used in Hurricane Floyd to locate facilities affected by power outages and flooding as well as to locate emergency generators
with the closest proximity to those facilities. This capability was enhanced in preparation for potential Y2K issues.
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which structures are within the 100-
year flood plain and which are not.
This type of information could result in
a reduction of citizens’ bills for costly
flood insurance.

Comprehensive Planning and Zoning.
Comprehensive planning and zoning
are used to determine the appropriate
types, intensities and locations of future
developments for a community. Eco-
nomic development can be balanced in
this process with environmental protec-
tion, by developing strategies for the
wise use and conservation of natural
resources. GIS is an important tool for
community planning by using invento-
ry and analytical data of a community
to simulate different program and poli-
cy scenarios in order to achieve com-
munity goals. 

Real Property Records Management.
Property information is the basis for
maintaining, protecting and taxing
property, and for planning, zoning, new
infrastructure development, and the
distribution of many municipal ser-
vices. GIS can make property data read-
ily accessible for economic develop-
ment; allow property data to be the
information base for many other uses;
and can allow access to property data
for such interested parties as banks,
insurance agencies, real estate brokers
and investors, title companies, and
multiple listing services. GIS is used in
some communities to provide assessors
with the tools to respond to inquires
quickly over the telephone, allowing
assessors to save time and provide bet-
ter service to citizens.

Public Health and Safety. GIS applica-
tions for public health include epidemi-
ology, facilities siting, and health needs
assessments. Public safety applications
include police and fire protection and
disaster mitigation. GIS also is used in
some communities to review crime inci-
dents to determine more effective rout-
ing of police patrols or relationships
between the residences of past offend-
ers and similar types of crimes. Com-
munities are also using GIS to deter-
mine sites of recurring personal injuries
and potential solutions to those prob-
lematic areas. In addition, GIS, in con-
junction with 911 systems, can help

determine the most effective routing to
respond to emergency services. 

Barriers to GIS Use
Despite the tremendous potential for this exciting

new technology, there have historically been significant
barriers to its widespread use. These barriers included
the lack of user-friendly software, the high cost of the
software (~$10,000), and availability of the data. 

Nevertheless, in the last few years we have wit-
nessed a number of developments that have positioned
GIS to become a fast-growing technology: 

• The increase in computing power has resulted in
software moving to a desktop application and no
longer requiring expensive work stations to run
on. 

• Software designers have developed new applica-
tions geared for managers, not just for high-end
users.

The New York State Temporary Geographic Infor-
mation Systems Council was formed pursuant to Chap-
ter 564 of the Laws of 1994. Its purpose was to 

examine various technical and public
policy issues relating to GIS and geo-
graphic information systems and analy-
sis; to identify the structure, functions
and powers of a state-level geographic
information systems coordinating body;
and to examine the role a state-level
body could play in assisting in the
development and implementation of
local government geographic informa-
tion systems.

Under the statute, the Temporary Council was
required to issue a report to the Governor and the Leg-
islature that examined these issues and provided rec-
ommendations. That report was issued by the Council
in March 1996. The Council’s report cited a project
undertaken by the Center for Technology in Govern-
ment (CTG) to investigate the benefits and barriers to
developing cooperative GIS efforts. CTG’s report,
“Sharing the Costs, Sharing the Benefits: The NYS GIS
Cooperative Project” identified seven management and
policy factors which hinder the sharing of spatial data: 

• Lack of awareness of existing data sets;

• Lack of or inadequate metadata (information
about data);

• Lack of uniform policies on access, cost recovery,
revenue generation, and pricing;

• Lack of uniform policies regarding data owner-
ship, maintenance, and liability;
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oversees the workgroups, had established
the state’s first GIS Clearinghouse,3 and
developed a concept for data sharing
unique in the country. By the summer of
1997, the Clearinghouse had been totally
redesigned and expanded. A new technol-
ogy policy, Technology Policy 97-7,4
required state agencies to begin sharing
GIS data between themselves and with
local governments through a framework
known as the NYS GIS Data Sharing
Cooperative.

Development of the Cooperative
In the first few months of the NYS GIS

Coordination Program, both the Data
Coordination and the Legal Work Groups
examined data sharing issues to arrive at a
methodology acceptable to the majority of
the parties involved. At that time, some

state agencies used specific licensing agreements to reg-
ulate GIS data and its distribution while others distrib-
uted it upon request. Those who used licenses wanted
to continue that practice, while those without licenses
saw little need for it. In addition, local governments
with datasets were extremely reluctant to approach this
issue without the protection that licensing offered them.
At the time, the New York State Department of Trans-
portation (DOT) had the most standard license. Never-
theless, licenses took several months to negotiate with
agencies wishing to share data. 

As depicted below, state agencies had to negotiate
licenses between themselves and local government,

• Lack of incentives for sharing;

• Absence of tools and guidelines for sharing; and

• Absence of state-level leadership.

The New York State Office for Technology (OFT),
then functioning as the Governor’s Task Force on Infor-
mation Resource Management, was assigned the task of
implementing the recommendations provided in the
report. OFT’s approach to problem solving was predi-
cated on a philosophy of collaboration, not control. It
was committed to fast-paced, but purposeful, change
and believed that program needs drive technology, and
not the reverse.1 Because up to 80 percent of the cost of
a GIS system is associated with the develop-
ment and maintenance of data, OFT concen-
trated on the sharing and redistribution of
existing GIS data as a means to have the most
cost-effective impact on statewide GIS imple-
mentation.

OFT began the process of coordinating a
statewide GIS effort by meeting with represen-
tatives from local government, state agencies
and the private sector. These groups made rec-
ommendations on a GIS Coordination Program
that were incorporated into Technology Policy
96-18.2 This policy not only established the
statewide GIS Coordination Program, but also
directed the development of a state policy for
the easy transfer of digital GIS data at mini-
mum or no cost.

The GIS Coordination Program is com-
posed of various work groups of volunteer
representatives from federal, state, and local
governments, as well as the private sector, and
started meeting in November 1996. By the first
quarter of 1997, the Coordinating Body, which

In 1998, the NYS GIS Clearinghouse, combined with the Data Sharing Cooperative,
was awarded the Exemplary Systems in Government Award in the National Spatial
Data Infrastructure-Data Partnerships category by the Urban & Regional Information
Systems Association (URISA).
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• Members borrowing data are required to forward
a copy of any improvements which they make to
borrowed data back to the owner; and,

• If a member is not satisfied with the Cooperative,
the member simply returns the borrowed data and
terminates the Agreement unilaterally.

With those simple rules, the Coordinating Body was
able to obtain approval of the major state data holders as
well as those at the local government level. The advan-
tages of the Cooperative are as follows:

• Establishes a mechanism for GIS data sharing at
all levels of government and eliminates the need
for additional data sharing arrangements to be
made;

• Provides easy access to and borrowing of GIS
data; 

• Avoids duplication of data development;

• Improves existing datasets; and,

• Saves money, reduces project time, and
saves limited staff resources for local
governments.

Success in the Cooperative
In establishing the Cooperative, mem-

bership began with state agencies utilizing
a standard Agreement. 

In March 1998, a second version of the
Agreement was released for local govern-
ments and not-for-profits.5 Later, similar
versions were created and used for federal
agencies and other states wishing to join.
Growth in the Cooperative has been
steady and currently, there are over 215
members. Members include:

therefore having to sign multiple agreements.
Not only was that model cumbersome to operate
within, it also was extremely time-consuming as
each agency had its own nuances in each agree-
ment. 

Enter the Cooperative Concept
After a number of very constructive meet-

ings, a work group composed of the major state
and local government GIS data holders devel-
oped a framework through which they all could
agree to share data. This framework provided
rules for open GIS data sharing within an entity
known as the NYS GIS Data Sharing Coopera-
tive (Cooperative), but allowed each member the
ability to distribute its GIS data outside the
Cooperative in a manner in which it saw fit.
Joining the Cooperative was made easy by the
use of one standard Agreement. 

The rules of the Cooperative are as follows:

• The Cooperative is open to all levels of govern-
ment and not-for-profit corporations;

• There are no fees to join the Cooperative;

• Ownership of GIS data is not necessary to belong;

• Members can borrow GIS data from any member
for no more than the cost of distribution;

• The owner of the data is free to distribute its data
outside the Cooperative;

• Members sign one standard data sharing agree-
ment to join;

• Unless required by law, members cannot redis-
tribute another member’s data without the
owner’s permission;
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• 80 State Agencies (includes 12 SUNY
Campuses)

• 82 Local Governments (includes 25 coun-
ties)

• 7 Federal Agencies

• 2 States (VT & NJ)

• 48 Not-for-profits (includes 3 colleges)

More important than the number of mem-
bers is the ability of this simple framework and
the GIS Clearinghouse to serve as a mechanism
for easy data exchange. Currently, there are
over 900 datasets available to members. Of
those, more than 500 are available online seven
days a week, twenty-four hours a day to any-
one across the state.

Through the first eight months of operation in
1998, 8,500 datasets (valued at over $2 million) were
exchanged through the Cooperative, or more than 10
times the amount that occurred in previous years.
Through the first six months in 1999, more than 40,000
datasets (valued at over $3.5 million) were accessed
from the GIS Clearinghouse over the Internet. 

Conclusion
As we move forward, the use of technology to pro-

vide solutions for government and improve business
processes will increase significantly. GIS will become
even more integrated into the public and private sec-
tors as a means to improve services and save money.
GIS has the potential for a wide impact across public
and private sectors. There are many different parties
that have a stake in GIS, and any guidelines or rules
established should address the needs of all involved.
By working collaboratively, the technology and legal
communities can succeed in making GIS a powerful
tool.

In collaboration with:

William F. Pelgrin, Executive Deputy Commissioner
and Counsel for NYS Office for Technology;

Bruce Oswald, Project Director, NYS Office for Technol-
ogy; 

Krista Montie, Executive Assistant, NYS Office for
Technology.
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Technological Innovations in Court Administration
in the New Millennium—The Advent of Filing of
Court Documents by Fax or Electronic Means
By Amy S. Vance

With the dawn of the new
millennium, it is worth asking
“How will the technological
revolution, particularly the
availability of the Internet,
affect court administration in
the ensuing decade?” Many
changes in technology are
already taking place that will
improve the practice of law.
Once inaugurated, these
changes have the potential to
significantly alter the way law
is currently practiced. One of the most significant
changes contemplated is permitting lawyers or self-rep-
resented parties to initiate lawsuits and subsequently
file court papers by fax or electronic means.

The New York State Unified Court System (UCS)
has been exploring the possibility of permitting the fil-
ing of court documents by fax and electronic means in
several pilot sites for more than two years. It reviewed
the status of fax and electronic filing initiatives across
the country, studying particularly closely the experi-
ments in the federal court system, which is somewhat
more advanced than most state court systems. It con-
sulted widely within New York State as well, asking the
Chief Administrative Judge’s Advisory Committee on
Civil Practice to recommend the statutory and regulato-
ry changes needed to permit such pilots, and obtained
advice from an in-house steering committee of court-
related personnel (comprised of judges, court attorneys,
court clerks, county clerks, and senior UCS staff), and
an advisory committee of lawyers from major bar asso-
ciations, large institutional litigants, and lawyers from
the locations where the pilots would take place.

In 1999, at the urging of the judiciary, the New York
State Legislature enacted Ch. 367 of the Laws of 19991

authorizing the Chief Administrator to undertake an
experimental program in which actions and special pro-
ceedings may be commenced and subsequent papers
served by facsimile transmission (“fax”) or electronic
means in selected courts for certain limited case types.
The courts selected for the experiment are the Supreme
Courts of Monroe, New York, Westchester, and Suffolk
Counties and the New York Court of Claims. The cases
subject to filing by fax will be limited to commercial
claims in the New York and Monroe County Commer-

cial Divisions; mental hygiene, conservatorship pro-
ceedings, and tax certiorari claims in the Suffolk County
Supreme Court; and claims against the State of New
York in the Court of Claims. The cases subject to filing
by electronic means will be limited to those involving
tax certiorari claims in Westchester County Supreme
Court, and commercial cases filed in the Commercial
Divisions of the Monroe and New York County
Supreme Courts. It is anticipated that any necessary
fees will be paid by credit card or other electronic pay-
ment devices authorized by the Chief Administrator.
Participation in the program will be strictly voluntary,
and will only take place upon the written consent of all
the parties and the judge assigned to the case.

The UCS believes that the filing by fax and electron-
ic means will bring numerous benefits to the courts, liti-
gants, attorneys, and the public alike, and make the
courts more user-friendly. The filing by fax program
will save attorneys and self-represented litigants the
time and expense associated with personally filing
court papers. The filing by electronic means will pro-
vide even greater benefits. Most costs associated with
paper handling and storage will be eliminated; case
materials will be instantly accessible and protected from
loss or destruction; productivity will be enhanced;
attorneys will no longer have to bear the time and
expense of sending documents to the courthouse, and
will have access to case files anytime of the day or
night.

The Chief Administrator issued regulations govern-
ing the experiments in October 19992 and it is anticipat-
ed that the new programs will be in place by June,
2000.3 Here’s how the new systems will work. First, a
discussion of the fax option is in order. Papers in any
covered civil action or proceeding, including those com-
mencing an action or proceeding, may be filed with the
appropriate court clerk by facsimile transmission, at a
designated 800 number provided by the court for that
purpose. The cover page of each facsimile transmission
in a form prescribed by the Chief Administrator, will be
attached and will state the nature of the paper being
filed; the name, address and telephone number of the
filing party or party’s attorney; the facsimile telephone
number that may receive a return facsimile transmis-
sion, and the number of total pages, including the cover
page, being filed. Whenever a paper is filed that
requires the payment of a filing fee, a separate credit
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of the action. Self-represented parties will be eligible for
Filing User status as well. Once the attorney or party
sends in the registration form and is approved, he or
she will be given a password and a Personal Identifica-
tion Number (PIN). These two items, when submitted
together, will become the electronic signature of the
participant. 

The Filing User will then draw up the documents
he or she wishes to file in an authorized case and will
file the documents over the Internet, by means of a new
UCS website, which will be attached by hyperlink to
the current UCS home page found at <www.courts.
state.ny.us.> Let’s say, for example, that the attorney
wishes to commence a lawsuit. He or she will use an
Internet browser to access the website, and click on the
option “Commence an action or proceeding.” The
sender will fill out necessary background information,
such as the Filing User status, convert the documents
through a few more clicks to a “pdf” file and then dou-
ble-click to send the documents over the Internet to the
website, which will serve as the filing locus for both the
county clerks and the supreme court clerks in the coun-
ties participating in the experiment.

As with fax filing, papers may be transmitted at
any time of the day or night to the UCS Internet site,
and will be considered to be filed upon the receipt of
those papers by that site; provided, however, that
where payment of a fee is required, the papers will not
be deemed filed unless accompanied by a completed
credit card or debit card authorization sheet. Within 24
hours, the county clerk will return a confirmation of fil-
ing by e-mail, together with the first page of the docu-
ment stamped with the index number. If the county
clerk finds a defect in the document, he or she will noti-
fy the filing party within 24 hours so that they will have
an opportunity to correct their papers.

The new system will add another service option for
obtaining personal jurisdiction. The new rules still per-
mit the attorney or party seeking to effect service to
obtain personal jurisdiction to serve by any of the other
methods currently permitted by Article III of the CPLR;
however, they will also now allow service of the oppos-
ing party by electronic means if he or she agrees to
accept service by this method. The party that agrees to
accept service by electronic means must provide the
serving party or attorney with an electronic confirma-
tion within 24 hours of service that the service has been
effected.

When the party commences a lawsuit and first
serves his adversary, he or she must include a Notice of
Availability of Electronic Filing, to be supplied by the
county clerk, which will provide information on the
experimental program and encourage attorneys and
parties to participate. If the opposing party agrees, he
or she will file a formal consent to Filing by Electronic

card or debit card authorization sheet will be included,
containing the credit or debit card number or other
information of the party or attorney permitting such
card to be debited by the clerk for payment of the filing
fee. The card authorization sheet will be kept separately
by the clerk and will not be a part of the public record.
The clerk will not be required to accept papers more
than 50 pages in length, including exhibits, but exclud-
ing the cover page and the card authorization sheet.
The court system’s centralized server will route the fax
to the proper court where it will appear on the comput-
er screen of the appropriate clerk. 

Papers may be transmitted at any time of the day or
night and will be deemed filed upon receipt of the fac-
simile transmission; provided, however, that where
payment of a fee is required, the papers will not be con-
sidered filed unless accompanied by a completed credit
card or debit card authorization sheet. The clerk will
date-stamp the papers with the date that they were
received, and where the papers initiate an action, will
also mark the papers with the index number. No later
than the following business day, the clerk will transmit
to the sender a copy of the first page of each paper, con-
taining the date of filing and, where appropriate, the
index number, to the filing party or attorney, either by
facsimile or first class mail. If any page of the papers is
missing or illegible, the clerk will notify the party or
attorney, and the party or attorney must forward the
new or corrected page to the clerk for inclusion in the
papers.

Attorneys who wish to serve papers upon another
attorney or party will continue to be able to do so pur-
suant to CPLR 2103(b)(5), as long as the other party
consents (which can be done by simply listing a fax
number on the attorney’s letterhead) and a hard copy of
the paper is also mailed to the fax recipient. 

Service of court papers by electronic means will be
slightly more elaborate. In order to participate, an attor-
ney must have a personal computer, a modem connect-
ing the computer to the Internet, an Internet browser
(Netscape Navigator or Microsoft Internet Explorer),
and software entitled “Adobe Acrobat Exchange,”
which creates a “portable document format” or a “pdf”
file. This software essentially takes a picture of the
word processed document before it is sent over the
Internet so that it cannot be altered. The software costs
approximately $95. A scanner will be useful as well
since some documents, such as exhibits, must some-
times be scanned into the computer since they were not
created as a word processed file. 

If an attorney wishes to participate in the experi-
ment, he or she must first register with the court system
as a designated “Filing User.” Attorneys admitted to
practice in the State of New York will be eligible, as
well as attorneys admitted pro hac vice for the purposes
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Means (“FBEM”)with the Court, together with a
Request for Judicial Intervention (“RJI”). The parties
will supply the court with a list of all e-mail addresses
of record, which will be placed on the website. If the
judge assigned to that case elects to participate in the
FBEM program, the clerk will notify the parties, and the
judge will issue a formal order designating the matter
as an FBEM case. Once an action is designated as being
subject to FBEM, all papers must be filed electronically,
and the electronic file will become the official record.

The new rules do, however, permit the judge to ter-
minate or modify the application of FBEM to an action,
or excuse a party from compliance with any provision
of these rules in order to prevent prejudice and promote
substantial justice. This is only likely to happen in cases
where there is third-party practice and the third party
defendant has little computer equipment or experience
and feels uncomfortable using FBEM, or an intervenor
comes into the case with the same apprehension. In that
case, the judge can modify the original order to require
service of papers on the party that declined the FBEM
option to be served in hard-copy form.

Service of interlocutory papers in an FBEM case
will also be different from the current practice. An attor-
ney or party filing an interlocutory paper pursuant to
FBEM procedures must first file the document electroni-
cally with the court, and will then receive an automatic,
computer-generated confirmation of electronic filing
from the court. The serving party will then send elec-
tronically a notice of filing of the paper to all e-mail
addresses of record. The notice will provide the elec-
tronic document number and the title of the paper filed,
and the date and time the document was filed, as set
forth in the confirmation of filing. Then, it will become
the responsibility of the other party to access the UCS
Internet site to obtain a copy of the actual paper which
was filed. The electronic transmission of the notice of
filing will constitute service of the paper on the
addressee. If the filing party wishes to utilize existing
service methods, such as mail or personal delivery, to
serve the opposing party, after electronically filing the
document with the court, he or she will still be able to
do so.

The experimental program does not contemplate
the electronic filing of discovery documents. This will

only be done if the parties stipulate that they wish this
to happen and the court, by order, concurs. Under the
experiment, submissions pursuant to FBEM will have
the same copyright, confidentiality, and proprietary
rights as paper documents. If a party, or even a non-
party, is concerned about the potential abrogation of
those rights in any action subject to FBEM, he or she
may apply for an order prohibiting or restricting the
electronic filing of specifically identified materials on
the grounds that such materials are subject to copyright
or other proprietary rights, or trade secret or other pri-
vacy interests, and that electronic filing in the action is
likely to result in substantial prejudice to those rights or
interests.

The Chief Administrative Judge plans to monitor
this experiment closely, making any needed changes in
procedure or the regulations as soon as they are indicat-
ed, and will file a complete report evaluating the pilot
with the Chief Judge, the Governor, and the leaders of
the Legislature by April 1, 2002, as the implementing
legislation requires. Since the current law has a sunset
provision and will be no longer effective as of July 1,
2002, it is anticipated that any new legislative changes
will be recommended by the UCS during the 2002 leg-
islative session. If the pilot program is deemed a suc-
cess, the Chief Administrator will consider expanding it
to other courts and case types, keeping in mind the spe-
cial privacy and confidentiality considerations of matri-
monial and family court cases.

Endnotes
1. This bill amended the sections of the Civil Practice Law and

Rules dealing with the commencement of an action or special
proceeding (§ 304), the form of papers (§ 2101), and the service
of papers (§ 2103).  It also created a new § 8023 of the CPLR and
amended Judiciary Law § 212(2)(j) to deal with the payment of
certain court fees by credit card.

2. See New York Uniform Rule Pt. 202.5.

3. The Court of Claims already commenced its program, starting
May 1, 1999, and the Suffolk County Supreme Court began its
experiment in July, 1999.

Amy S. Vance, Esq., is Deputy Counsel to the New
York State Office of Court Administration, and serves
as Counsel to the Chief Administrative Judge’s Advi-
sory Committee on Civil Practice.

Visit Us on Our Web site:
http://www.nysba.org/committees/aps
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Legal Resources on the Internet: A Practitioner’s Guide
By Kirk Lewis

News Sources
While in private practice, I tried to review the New

York Law Journal on a daily basis, although the time
demands of daily practice sometimes resulted in piles
of Journals accumulating in the corner of the office.
Even a review of the headlines, however, provided
news as to current developments, and pointed me to
information (such as changes in procedural rules or sig-
nificant case law) that I would get to later. There are
several sources available on the Internet that are
extremely informative, and many of them are free. First,
I have the home page for my web browser set for the
New York Law Journal’s website, <http://www.
nylj.com.> This site is similar to the front page of the
paper Journal. There are headlines and summaries for
five to seven stories, as well as links to the “Decision of
the Day” and a variety of other decisions from both the
state and federal courts. There are extensive links to
other law related sites and to stories within the Law
Journal’s site. One interesting feature is the listing of
links to law firms mentioned in that “issue” of the Jour-
nal: clicking on the link brings you to the story in which
the firm is mentioned. 

Another source for daily legal news is a free sub-
scription service provided by American Law Media that
I receive by e-mail each day. This service, which
appears in my e-mail in box as “Law News Network,”
transmits an HTML (hyper text markup language) file
that contains summaries of legal stories from around
the nation. The summaries are linked to the full stories
at their source. In addition, the site has links to special-
ty areas, such as employment law, technology trends,
employment resources, and chat rooms targeted at
lawyers. The Internet version of the News Wire can be
found at <http://www.lawnewsnetwork.com/
newswire/index.html>; from this site, you can sub-
scribe by providing an e-mail address so the news wire
will be sent to you on a daily basis.

There are numerous other sources for news on the
web. Most local papers now have web sites (for exam-
ple, for Albany news the Albany Times Union has a very
“user friendly” site at <http://www.timesunion.com>;
for more comprehensive coverage, the New York Times
has a site, <http://www.newyorktimes.com>, which
requires registration but is free). For legal news, howev-
er, I have found that the two sites discussed above pro-
vide excellent summaries of current legal news, on both
a state and national level, together with the links to
more detailed stories if I wish to pursue them. 

The impact of the “infor-
mation revolution,” and
more specifically the Inter-
net, on traditional methods
of storing and maintaining
legal information, is just
beginning to be realized.
Case reporters and statutes,
the traditional repositories
of the basic tools of the
lawyer, were first challenged
by the paid search services,
Lexis and Westlaw. The next
wave of change came with
the CD-ROM, with its capability to store vast amounts
of digital information. Law librarians suddenly had the
option of replacing a multi-volume series of case
reporters with one or two compact discs and a comput-
er equipped with a CD drive. Most recently, the wide-
spread availability of the Internet, coupled with tech-
nology advances that permit the storage and
transmission of greater amounts of digital information,
have greatly increased the resources that are available
on web sites. This latest evolution mirrors a trend in
other areas, in which applications and data are avail-
able on the Internet, and accessed from remote comput-
ers, rather than being stored and maintained at the
work site.

As an attorney who has moved from a private prac-
tice, with a well-supplied library, to being general coun-
sel for a private, non-profit human service organization
with very few traditional legal resources, I have sought
to exploit as fully as possible the range of resources that
are available on the Internet. In the past year I have
found numerous resources available that have mini-
mized the need for me or my employer to invest exten-
sively in developing a more “traditional” library.
Indeed, given the rapid evolution of methods of infor-
mation storage and retrieval, it is clear the law library
of the future will look nothing like the traditional
library of the past, and may, in fact, reside on the
lawyer’s desktop. As the foregoing discussion demon-
strates, there already are a vast number of resources
available to attorneys from non-traditional sources. For
government attorneys, attorneys working for non-profit
organizations, or anyone with an eye on the expense of
maintaining a traditional library, the Internet is a great
source of information. The following is a summary of
the resources that I have found to be most useful on a
regular basis.
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General Legal Information
There seems to be an ever-increasing number of

sites that contain a great deal of information aimed at
the legal profession. Some of these are commercial sites,
while others are sponsored by law schools or bar associ-
ations. I have found these sites to be invaluable, and I
have several bookmarked to use as starting points for
legal research. One of the first sites that I learned of,
and one of the best, is the site maintained by Cornell
University School of Law. This site, known as the
“Legal Information Institute,” or LII, is found at
<http://www.law.cornell.edu.> For the New York prac-
titioner, the links and data available from site are excel-
lent. From the home page, users can go to decisions
from the Court of Appeals and the United States
Supreme Court. These databases are searchable, which
makes them particularly useful to the attorney who
does not have ready access to case law indexes or anno-
tations. The Cornell site contains links to statute and
case law databases across the country, along with infor-
mation about new sources available on the Internet.
Finally, the LII publishes a summary analysis of Court
of Appeals decisions that it calls the Bulletin, which it
distributes, free of charge, to subscribers to the service.
Similar to case notes published in law reviews, the LII
summaries (which are prepared by law students) pro-
vide a summary of the facts, the legal issues, and a brief
analysis of the decision (and the dissent, if any). Infor-
mation about the Bulletin, including how to subscribe,
and links to past editions, is available at
<http://www.law.cornell.edu/bulletin/>. In general,
the Cornell site has been an excellent resource.

Another excellent resource is the New York State
Bar Association’s web site (<http://www.nysba.org>).
Not surprisingly, this site has a wealth of information
about Bar Association activities, including legislative
news, press releases (and information on electronically
subscribing to those releases), and information about
the activities of the sections and the committees. In
addition, this site has information about the new Con-
tinuing Legal Education requirements, with links to the
rules and information about the many CLE courses
sponsored by the State Bar. The site also has many links
to other sources of legal information on the web. One of
the most comprehensive collections of links to law-
related web sites is contained on the web site sponsored
by the Committee on Attorneys in Public Service (the
Committee that publishes this Journal in conjunction
with the Government Law Center of Albany Law
School). This site can be accessed through the State
Bar’s home page (by clicking on “Committees,” and
then going to the link to the Committee on Attorneys in
Public Service), or reached directly at <http://
www.nysba.org/committees/aps/default.htm>. The
“Legal Links” section of this site contains listings for
seven comprehensive legal sites, seven federal law sites,

11 New York State sites, and a variety of other links.
This site will also link to paid services, such as Westlaw
or Lexis, if the user has an account. This site has been
particularly useful as a starting point for searches that
may go in several directions.

A commercial site with very broad coverage is the
FindLaw site (<http:www.findlaw.com>). This site,
which is searchable, has data organized by legal topic,
by source (i.e., case law or statute), and by location (fed-
eral, state or foreign). It also links to sites with informa-
tion about law schools, professional development, con-
sultants and expert witnesses, and practice materials.
Finally, there are numerous links to commercial sites,
message boards, and web search engines (Excite and
Alta Vista). Although there are many other sites that
have general coverage (see, for example, the list in the
“comprehensive” category of the legal links in the
Attorneys in Public Service web site), I have found that
the sites cross-reference each other extensively, and tend
to rely on the same basic data sources. Thus, if I am
searching for a source and I haven’t found it on one of
these sites, I will usually continue my search at a more
traditional venue (such as a law school library).

Statutes and Case Law
Although the comprehensive sites provide good

starting points to get to a variety of sources, I have sev-
eral sites that I rely on for basic data such as New York
statutes, federal statutes, or New York case law. For
New York statutes, both the state Senate and Assembly
have sites that include links to New York’s Consolidat-
ed Laws, Unconsolidated Laws, the Constitution, and
current session laws. The Assembly’s site is at
<http://assembly.state.ny.us/>: to get to the laws, click
on “Assembly Legislative Information System,” and
then select New York State Laws. This site will also give
you information about current legislation and hearings.
Similarly, the Senate site, at <http://senate.state.
ny.us/>, has links to the full text of New York laws, as
well as information about legislation, senators, and
activities of the senate. I have found both of these sites
very easy to use: the laws are compiled in a “gopher”
menu, which permits the user to click on the desired
title (e.g., “Mental Hygiene Law”). This brings up a list
of articles (or, in the Senate menu, a list of every sec-
tion). Clicking on the desired article will bring up either
a table of contents for the article, or a list of the sections.
Clicking on the desired section will bring up the full
text of the law, together with information about amend-
ments. Both of these sites put the full body of New York
statutory law before you in a very accessible format.

Missing from these sources, of course, are the help-
ful case law annotations found in McKinney’s and the
CLS collections of New York Statutes. Although not a
complete substitute, I have found a free searchable
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Printing Office web site has a wealth of other legal
information. From the GPO home page at
<http://www.access.gpo.gov>, you can link to the
United States Code, the Federal Register, and to sites
relating to most federal agencies and commissions.

Finally, this review would not be complete without
mentioning the sites maintained by many New York
State agencies. For example, the Department of State’s
site (<http://www.dos.state.ny.us>) has information
about all of the functions of the department, together
with an ever-growing number of forms that can be
downloaded to facilitate filings. I have bookmarked this
site, as it has links to several other useful New York
sites, including the New York State Government Infor-
mation Locator (http://www.nysl.nysed.gov/ils/),
which describes itself as “a single point of access to
information services provided by New York State gov-
ernment agencies, the State Legislature and the Judicia-
ry.” These sites have provided me with quick access to
the extensive information available on the Internet from
state government.

The options available to the legal profession and
the public for access to legal information are vast, and
they are growing rapidly. Possibly the biggest surprise
for me, in leaving private practice, is how readily and
efficiently the Internet could replace the traditional law
library. Although it seems likely that the traditional
library will continue for the foreseeable future, it is
clear that both the public and the profession will benefit
from the increasing availability of legal resources on the
Internet. As the resources continue to expand, the
biggest challenge will be keeping current both with the
resources, and with the technology needed to access the
resources.

Kirk Lewis, Esq., is the general counsel to
Schenectady County Chapter, NYSARC, Inc. He was
formerly in private practice.

database of New York case law that is an excellent
resource. The site at www.Jurisline.com allows you to
select a jurisdiction and then search its database of
cases for that jurisdiction. The page on which search
queries are formulated is extremely easy to use: in addi-
tion to having good examples of how to formulate a
search, there is a form that can be filled in to add
restrictions to a search, such as date, parties, or judges,
without complicating the query. Although I have never
been comfortable relying on a computer search as an
exhaustive review of case law, this service is an excel-
lent way to get started. Also, because you can search by
citation, it is an efficient way to read cases that you
might otherwise need to go to the library for.

If you are only looking at cases from the Supreme
Court or the Court of Appeals, the LII site sponsored by
Cornell is another way to gain access to this informa-
tion. These databases also are searchable. 

Another searchable database that I have used fre-
quently is the collection of the Code of Federal Regula-
tions (CFR), at a site that is maintained by the United
States Government Printing Office, the National
Archives and Record Administration, and the Office of
the Federal Register. The web address for the starting
point for the searchable database is <http://
www.access.gpo.gov/nara/cfr/cfr-table-search.html>.
Given the fact that I have never found the paper edition
of the CFR to be particularly user-friendly, I have been
impressed with my ability to locate sections and provi-
sions using the search tools provided by this site. Like
any search engine, the more you use it the more com-
fortable you become with its particular features. One
way that I test my ability to use a searchable database is
to try a word search for a provision that I know is in the
law if I cannot locate something that I know is out
there, I will either try to relearn the search engine, or
find another database!

Although most of my federal research has been
confined to the CFR, the United States Government
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discharge of the individual’s
official duties or responsibili-
ties.2

One specific statutory pro-
hibition concerns contingent
fees. No State officer or
employee shall receive or
agree to compensation for
services to be rendered in
relation to any matter before
any State agency where the
compensation is to be depen-
dent or contingent upon any

action by such agency.3

A second specific prohibition concerns sales to State
agencies. No State officer or employee (or firm or asso-
ciation or corporation 10% or more of the stock of which
is controlled directly or indirectly by such person) shall
sell any goods or services worth over $25 to any State
agency unless they are provided pursuant to an award
or contract let after public notice and competitive bid-
ding.4

Based on these statutes, a State employee engaged
in website advertisement brokerage transactions should
not sell such brokerage services worth more than $25 to
any State agency without public notice and competitive
bidding. The Ethics Commission has issued no formal
Advisory Opinion concerning the receipt of contingent
fees, but it appears that the employee’s compensation
should not depend on the decision of a State agency to
accept advertisements; however, a fee based upon the
reasonable value of the brokerage services is not prohib-
ited. And if the employee’s public duties might appear
to conflict with his private activity (for example, if he
contemplates brokering advertisements to be placed on
the website of a State agency where he is the webmaster
or the procurement officer), then he should consult the
agency ethics officer or the Ethics Commission for confi-
dential advice before proceeding. The agency ethics offi-
cer will know if there is any agency code of ethics sup-
plementing the Public Officers Law.

The above authorities apply to all State officers and
employees as defined in the Public Officers Law. Policy-
makers are subject to additional regulation as well.

The New York State Ethics Commission restricts by
regulation the ability of State officers and employees to
engage in certain outside activities.5 An individual who
serves in a policy-making position on other than a non-
paid or per diem basis needs the prior approval of the

Techno-Ethics in New York State Government
Under the Public Officers Law
By Donald P. Berens, Jr.

Introduction
In keeping with the theme of technology in govern-

ment, this article will focus on four otherwise uncon-
nected ethical questions with a common technological
flavor. The first two are hypothetical; they are answered
by analysis of regulation and statute without any prece-
dential advisory opinions on which to draw. The others
are real and have been answered by the New York State
Ethics Commission in formal opinions. The first con-
cerns sales of website advertisement brokerage services
to State agencies by a State employee moonlighting as a
private entrepreneur; the second, services offered to a
State agency by a retired computer programmer; the
third, work by a former State scientist for a private
company to develop a vaccine technology discovered
by him and patented by the State; and the fourth, work
by a current State scientist as a consultant to a pharma-
ceutical company funding research at a State laboratory.

The Cyber-Entrepreneur
QUESTION: May a New York State employee, who

moonlights as a broker of website advertisements,
arrange for the placement of advertisements on a State
agency website in return for a percentage of the fee
paid by the advertiser to the State? Does it matter
whether the employee’s agency is the one selling web-
site space? Does it matter what the employee’s State
duties are? Does it matter how much the employee is
paid to perform his brokerage business in general or to
place the particular advertisement on the State website?
Does it matter if the employee’s fee is a fixed amount or
a percentage commission?

ANSWER: This cluster of questions requires analy-
sis of one general statute, two specific statutes and a
regulation. It may require review of any applicable
agency code of ethics. These authorities are designed to
limit the opportunities for current State employees to
misuse their public position for improper private gain,
or to appear to do so.

The general statutory rule with respect to conflicts
of interest is that no State officer or employee should
have any interest, financial or otherwise, direct or indi-
rect, or engage in any business or transaction or profes-
sional activity or incur any obligation, in substantial
conflict with the proper discharge of his or her duties in
the public interest.1 This statute is supplemented by an
Ethics Commission regulation. Any State officer or
employee, whether or not policy-making and whether
or not paid, should avoid any outside activity which
interferes or is in conflict with the proper and effective
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Commission in order to engage in any private employ-
ment, profession or business, or other outside activity
from which more than $4,000 in annual compensation is
received or anticipated.6 Such a paid policymaker also
needs Commission approval to serve as a director or
officer of a for-profit corporation or entity.7 Even if he
anticipates less than $4,000 in annual compensation, if
he receives or anticipates more than $1,000, he needs
prior approval of his “approving authority.”8 For most
State employees, the approving authority is the head of
the employing State agency or the head’s designee; for
some, it is the Commission.9

Based on the regulation, a salaried policy-making
State employee who anticipates earning more than
$1,000 from such website advertisement brokerage
activities should obtain prior written approval, and
should consult the agency ethics officer or the Ethics
Commission to determine who must approve. A policy-
making State officer who is either not paid or paid on a
per diem basis should consult the agency officer or the
Ethics Commission to see how any agency code of
ethics might apply.10

If the State employee receives annual income in
excess of $1,000 from a single source, such as a firm
engaged in website advertisement brokerage, and if he
is a policymaker or high-paid employee who is other-
wise required to file an annual statement of financial
disclosure, then he must report that income on the
financial disclosure statement.11

The Returning Programmer
QUESTION: May a computer programmer who

retired from State employment, either contract individ-
ually, or be a member or employee of a firm, corpora-
tion or association which contracts, to render services to
a State agency to reprogram its computers so that they
are Y2K compliant? Does it matter whether the retiree’s
former agency is the one seeking the services? Does it
matter what the retiree’s former State agency duties
were? Does it matter if the former employee personally
appears at the State agency or instead confines the ser-
vices to off-site locations?

ANSWER: There are two “revolving door” rules
and an exception to consider. The revolving door rules
are intended to limit the opportunities of State employ-
ees to perform their official duties in such a way as to
improperly benefit themselves when they leave public
service or, after leaving, to use their State contacts or
inside information for unfair private advantage.

Generally, a former state employee during a period
of two years after her departure from State service, is
barred from appearing before her former agency or
receiving compensation for services in relation to any
matter before that agency.12 Also, a former State
employee throughout her lifetime usually is barred
from appearing before any State agency or receiving

compensation for services in relation to any case with
which she was directly concerned and in which she per-
sonally participated while in State service.13

Under the usual rules, the former employee’s duties
are an important factor in analyzing the application of
the lifetime bar, but not the two year bar. The identity
of the former agency is critical for the application of the
two-year bar, but not the lifetime bar. And the perfor-
mance of compensated “back room” services, without a
personal appearance by the former employee, can be
barred under either the two-year or the lifetime bar.

Former employees are subject to both the two-year
and lifetime bars. However, the revolving door rules do
not prohibit a firm, association or corporation of which
the former employee is a member, associate or share-
holder, from appearing, practicing, communicating or
otherwise rendering services in relation to any matter
before a State agency, where the former employee does
not share in the net revenues resulting therefrom.14

However, notwithstanding the general two-year
and lifetime bars, a former State employee may contract
individually, or as a member or employee of a firm, cor-
poration or association, to render services to a State
agency when the agency head certifies in writing to the
Ethics Commission that the services of the former
employee are required in connection with the agency’s
efforts to address the State’s year 2000 compliance prob-
lem.15

The Inventive Scientist
QUESTION: A scientist, while employed by the

State, developed technology the patent rights to which
he assigned to the State. More than two years after leav-
ing State service, may he work for a business corpora-
tion to develop that same technology for commercial
use with State permission? Does it matter whether the
State assigned to the corporation the patent rights
which were to be developed in a joint venture con-
trolled indirectly by the State or instead licensed the use
of the technology by the corporation? 

ANSWER: The application of the lifetime bar to a
particular “case, proceeding, application or transaction”
is heavily dependent on the specific facts.

No person who has served as a State employee
shall after the termination of such employment receive
compensation for any services rendered by him in rela-
tion to any case, proceeding, application, or transaction
with respect to which he was directly concerned and in
which he personally participated during the period of
his State service, or which was under his active consid-
eration.16

The Ethics Commission has considered these ques-
tions in the case of “Dr. X,” who had been a Research
Scientist for the State Department of Health (DOH) and
its closely affiliated not-for-profit research corporation,
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No State employee should have any interest, finan-
cial or otherwise, direct or indirect, or engage in any
business or transaction or professional activity or incur
any obligation of any nature, which is in substantial
conflict with the proper discharge of the employee’s
duties in the public interest.21 No State employee
should: (1) accept other employment which will impair
independent judgment in the exercise of official duties;
(2) disclose confidential State information or use it to
further personal interests; (3) use an official position to
secure unwarranted privileges; (4) give reasonable basis
for the impression that any person can improperly
influence the employee or enjoy his or her official favor,
or that the employee is affected by the kinship, rank,
position or influence of any party or person; or (5) raise
public suspicion that he or she is likely to be engaged in
acts which violate the public trust.22

The Ethics Commission has considered these ques-
tions in the matter of “Dr. Y,” a Research Scientist who
headed a laboratory for the State Office of Mental
Retardation and Developmental Disabilities (OMRDD).
Dr. Y asked whether he could, as an outside activity,
serve as a paid consultant to a pharmaceutical company
that had invested funds for research at the same labora-
tory. Dr. Y conducted experiments in the OMRDD lab,
supervised others, conducted collaborations with other
labs, examined OMRDD lab budgets and reviewed the
progress of OMRDD research; he submitted grant appli-
cations to private and governmental sources. The phar-
maceutical company invested funds for a specific
research project conducted both at the company lab and
at Dr. Y’s lab; scientists from each lab routinely
exchanged data. Dr. Y offered to advise the company
about the design and conduct of research to be conduct-
ed solely by the company, not jointly with OMRDD or
the State.23

The Commission noted that Dr. Y proposed to be a
paid consultant to a private for-profit company on mat-
ters unrelated to OMRDD’s contract with company. The
Commission noted that he would have a personal
financial interest in maintaining good relations with the
company which could affect his judgment in his official
dealings with it. The public could perceive that his con-
sulting arrangement would be in conflict with his duty
of undivided loyalty to OMRDD. Dr. Y could not as a
practical matter recuse himself from OMRDD duties in
relation to the company. Because of the consultancy, the
company might be perceived as having an unfair
advantage when dealing with the State laboratory bud-
get review committee of which Dr. Y was a member.
The Commission concluded that there would be an
appearance of a conflict of interest in violation of Public
Officers Law § 74 if Dr. Y were to serve as a consultant
to the company while it funded research at the labora-
tory he headed.24

Health Research, Inc. (“HRI”). During his DOH
employment and while working in his field of lifelong
expertise, Dr. X discovered a vaccine technology. DOH
acquired the patent and assigned those rights to HRI
with the intent that the private sector would commer-
cially develop the technology, because DOH and Dr. X
lacked the capital and ability to develop marketable
products using the technology. DOH, HRI and a phar-
maceutical corporation entered a joint venture which
created a new company which hired Dr. X to help
develop the technology. Dr. X directed the new compa-
ny’s research toward both developing marketable prod-
ucts and understanding the particular virus at issue.17

The Commission determined that Dr. X’s research
for the new company was not in relation to any particu-
lar case, proceeding or application, much less one in
which he had participated while in State employment.
It considered whether his new work was impermissibly
related to an old transaction. The Commission cited
prior opinions in which it had held that it is permissible
for former employees to draw on their knowledge of
old transactions if the information bears a relationship
to current transactions18 and that the lifetime bar does
not preclude a former State employee from rendering
compensated services on new and separate transac-
tions, even if the employee may have been directly con-
cerned or personally participated in a similar or related
transaction while in State service.19 The Commission
refused simply to exempt Research Scientists from any
lifetime bar provisions. The Commission determined
that Dr. X’s current scientific work was not barred
because it was not the same as any transaction on
which he had worked for the State. The determination
was based on the specific, perhaps unique, circum-
stances of Dr. X’s case: the technology was his lifetime
work, begun long before his DOH employment; DOH
had specifically negotiated his transfer to the new com-
pany in furtherance of DOH’s goal of applying the tech-
nology to marketable vaccines; and DOH and HRI
transferred the patent rights to the new company along
with Dr. X’s services, rather than licensing the technolo-
gy as it has done with other inventions.20

The Moonlighting Scientist
QUESTION: May a State scientist take a second job

as a consultant to a company that funds research by the
State? Does it matter whether the privately funded
research is conducted for the State by the scientist or his
agency? Does it matter if the scientist limits his private
consulting services to projects unrelated to his State
work?

ANSWER: Current State employees must avoid
conflicts of interest and the appearance thereof in order
to maintain public confidence in the integrity of official
decisionmaking.
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NYSBA Attorneys in Public Service Committee is pleased to co-sponsor 
ABA Government and Public Sector Lawyers Division Events—July 2000

ABA Meets the Big Apple
2000 Annual Meeting Division Educational Events

New York City is host to the ABA’s Annual Meeting, July 6-12, 2000. The Government and Public Sector
Lawyers Division encourages New York State’s public lawyers to attend Division events:

Friday, July 7
“Ethical Considerations in Public Sector Law”
Warwick Hotel, 65 W. 54th Street
2:00–5:00 p.m.

This program focuses on the unique ethical issues confronted by government and public sector lawyers.
Topics examined include: scope of representation, public sector attorney-client privilege issues, duty to disclose
lawyer misconduct and communication with represented persons. An entertaining interactive format using
panelists who act out case scenarios encourages audience participation and involvement.

Saturday, July 8
“The 21st Century Public Lawyer: Problem Solver or Case Processor?”
Sheraton New York, 811 7th Avenue
2:00–5:00 p.m.

This interactive panel will bring together some of the country’s leading practitioners and legal observers of
the new “community oriented” approach to lawyering as well as professionals experienced in applying Alterna-
tive Dispute Resolution principles to community-level problems. It will examine the impact that a holistic, prob-
lem-solving approach is having on the profession, justice institutions, community and public safety, and their
implications for future practice in public law offices.

Important Dates/Registration Info
Early Bird Registration—April 27, 2000
Housing Deadline—June 6, 2000
Advance Registration List Deadline—June 15, 2000

To register or for more information on housing, travel, theater tickets or programs, visit us at:
http://www.abanet.org/annual/2000/home.html or call 312-988-5870.
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NYSBA Members—
Join the Municipal Law Section
The Municipal Law Section wants you!

Enjoy great opportunities to network with colleagues in both the public and private sectors.
The Municipal Law Section focuses on areas such as zoning, litigation, labor, police issues, school
law and more. Section membership benefits any attorney who comes into contact with municipal
matters.

Municipal Law Section membership provides you with an excellent publication, The Municipal
Lawyer, issued during the year. Section events focus on timely topics and enable you to earn
MCLE credits. Members can access great professional development opportunities through com-
mittee participation, writing articles for Section publications, and speaking at Section educational
events.

Joining is easy. Simply copy and complete this form and return it with your membership dues
of only $20 to: NYSBA, Membership Department, 1 Elk Street, Albany, NY 12207

 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(  ) YES, I want to join the Municipal Law Section. Enclosed please find my completed application
and $20 for Section membership dues. I have indicated my interest in serving on a Section com-
mittee(s) below.

(  ) I am already a member of the Municipal Law Section. Please consider me for appointment to
the committees I have indicated below.

Name _________________________________________________________________________________

Address _______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

Telephone_________________ Fax _______________E-Mail __________________________________

______ Employment Relations Committee (Muni 1900) 

______ Ethics and Professionalism (Muni 2000)

______ Land Use and Environmental Law (Muni 2100)

______ Legislation Committee (Muni 1030)

______ Real Property Taxation and Finance Committee (Muni 2200)

Please return to: NYSBA, Membership Department, One Elk Street, Albany, NY 12207
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NYSBA Committee on Attorneys in Public Service
Co-Sponsored Event: October 14–18, 2000

The National Association of Administrative Law Judges’ (NAALJ) Annual
Meeting for 2000 will be held in Albany, NY (Albany 2000 or A2K) and is being co-
sponsored by the New York State Administrative Law Judges Association
(NYSALJA), the Government Law Center of Albany Law School (GLC of ALS)
and the New York State Bar Association (NYSBA), Committee on Attorneys in
Public Service.

The conference theme of “Administrative Law in the New Millennium,
Challenges and Opportunities” will surely pique the interests and attention of all
attendees. Take advantage of the excellent schedule of educational and social
events, network, and make connections with exhibitors. Mark your calendars
today.

The conference begins on Saturday, October 14th and ends on Wednesday,
October 18th, 2000.

(MCLE Accredited) Educational Events to include:

Judicial Ethics and Independence • Security Issues for Judges • Agency and
Judicial Review of Administrative Decisions • Computer Basics and Advanced
Uses • New York Adjudication • Workers Compensation • Technology in
Administrative Review • The Peer Review Process in Administrative Adjudication
• Evidence: Scientific Evidence and Expert Evidence in Administrative Hearings •
Complex Litigation • Environmental Justice and Associated Issues • Writing •
Administrative Issues • Making Credibility Determinations • Alternative Dispute
Resolution in Administrative Proceedings

ACCOMMODATIONS: Desmond Hotel, Albany, NY

REGISTRATION: For more information, visit www.NAALJ.com or contact:
Administrative Law Judge Marc P. Zylberberg at 518-402-0748.

Conference Chair—Tyrone T. Butler, Chief Administrative Law Judge
NYS Department of Health
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Legal Careers in New York State
Government—Eighth Edition

Prepared by the Government Law Center of Albany Law School
This unique publication was compiled to assist law students and lawyers who

are considering careers and/or work experience in public service with the State of
New York. It has been expanded to include comprehensive information on
employment opportunities with the government in New York State. Part I is an
overview of the types of jobs and internships available. The next three sections
cover employment with state agencies, opportunities with the state legislature,
and employment with municipal governments, public defender’s offices and dis-
trict attorney’s offices.

In addition to descriptions of the various agencies’ functions, the book offers
practical tips on how to secure employment with the executive and legislative
branches of state government, as well as current addresses for government
employers.

Editors
Patricia E. Salkin, Esq.
Director of the Government Law Center of Albany Law School

Michele A. Monforte
Program Associate for the Government Law Center

NYSBACLE Publications

Call 1-800-582-2452
Source code: cl1097
(05/00)

New York State
Bar Association

To order

1999 • 234 pp., softbound • PN: 41299
List Price: $50 (incls. $3.70 tax)

Mmbr. Price: $35 (incls. $2.59 tax)

Sponsored by the New York State Bar Associa-
tion’s Committee on Attorneys in Public Service.

NEW RELEASE!

Criminal Practice
Authors
Hon. Leslie Crocker Snyder
Alex Calabrese, Esq.
Bonnie R. Cohen-Gallett, Esq.

Criminal Practice is a practical guide
for attorneys representing clients
charged with violations, misde-
meanors or felonies.
1998, 206 pp., softbound,
PN: 4064
Non-member Price: $60
Member Price: $50

New York Criminal Practice
Second Edition
Editor
Lawrence N. Gray, Esq.

Editor-in-chief Lawrence Gray and 28
contributors consisting of prominent
full-time practitioners, judges, prose-
cutors and public defenders have put
considerable effort into producing

Public Sector Labor and
Employment Law
Second Edition

Editors
Jerome Lefkowitz, Esq.
Melvin H. Osterman, Esq.
Rosemary A.Townley, Esq., Ph.D.

This landmark text is the leading ref-
erence on public sector labor and
employment law in New York State.
1998, 1304 pp., hardbound,
PN: 4206
Non-member Price: $140
Member Price: $115

Representing People with
Disabilities
Second Edition

Editor
Peter Danziger, Esq.

This newly organized and updated
second edition of Representing People

what should prove to be the leading
criminal practice reference in New York
State.
1998, 892 pp., hardbound,
PN: 4146
Non-member Price: $130
Member Price: $110

New York Municipal Formbook
Second Edition
Author
Herbert A. Kline, Esq.

Editor
Nancy E. Kline, Esq.
The Municipal Formbook contains over
500 forms, edited for use by town, vil-
lage and city attorneys and officials.
1999, 1650 pp., loose-leaf,
2 volume, PN: 41608
Non-member Price: $140
Member Price: $120
With Diskette:
Non-member Price: $190 
Member Price: $170

PUBLICATIONS to help you!
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with Disabilities is a comprehensive ref-
erence encompassing the myriad legal
concerns of people with disabilities
including an in-depth examination of
the Americans with Disabilities Act. 
1997, 794 pp., loose-leaf,
PN: 42157
Non-member Price: $120
Member Price: $90 

Zoning and Land Use
Authors
Michael E. Cusack, Esq.
John P. Stockli, Jr., Esq.

This publication is devoted to practi-
tioners who need to understand the
general goals, framework and statutes
relevant to zoning and land use law in
New York State for intermittent pur-
poses.

1998, 106 pp., softbound,
PN: 4239
Non-member Price: $65
Member Price: $55

Zoning Board of Appeals
Practice in New York
Authors
Robert J. Flynn, Esq.
Robert J. Flynn, Jr., Esq.

Zoning Board of Appeals Practice in New
York is an invaluable reference to
assist the practitioner in preparing a
proper record.
1996, 210 pp., 
PN: 4240
Non-member Price: $60
Member Price: $45

NYSBA CLE Publications can
be Purchased Online.
You can purchase a subscription to
CLE publications online—over
twenty-five titles are now available
on the Internet, and the complete
reference library will be added in
the near future. Your subscription
includes unlimited access to CLE
reference material. CLE publica-
tions on the Internet are linked—at
no extra charge—to the cases and
statutes cited.

For information call 800.364.2512
Access our site at: www.nysba.org

To Order by Mail, send a check
or money order to: CLE Regis-
trar’s Office, N.Y.S. Bar Associa-
tion, One Elk St., Albany, NY
12207*

*Please specify shipping address
(no P.O. box) and telephone
number

To Order by Telephone, call
1-800-582-2452 (Albany &
surrounding areas 518-463-3724)
and charge your order to Ameri-
can Express, Discover, MasterCard
or Visa. Be certain to specify the
title and product number.
Source Code: CL1098 (5/00)

NEW!! “MCLE Take-Out” Resources Especially for
Government and Non-Profit Attorneys

The NYSBA is pleased to present audio and video tapes to enable you to earn MCLE credits* on your own schedule! In
addition to NYSBA’s other offerings, we are pleased to make these tapes from the 1999 and 2000 Annual Meeting and
Spring CLE programs available to you.

Ethics for Government Attorneys
Earn 3 New York MCLE credits in
“ethics and professionalism” by view-
ing or listening to this recording of the
January 1999 Annual Meeting presen-
tation. These tapes (available in either
audio or video) offer a very practical
guide to the various ethical issues fac-
ing attorneys in public service. Written
materials accompany the recordings.
1999
PN: 3871 (video album); 2871 (audio
album)

NYSBA Member Prices:
Video Album: $100;
Audio Album: $80

Non-NYSBA Member Prices:
Video Album: $150;
Audio Album: $135

Available in late Spring 2000:
Is the Supreme Court Changing
the Balance of Power? The
Sovereign Immunity Cases
Earn 3 MCLE credits in “professional
practice/practice management” by lis-

tening to this recording of the January
2000 Annual Meeting presentation.
USC Law School Professor Erwin
Chemerinsky, a nationally renowned
expert on the topic of sovereign
immunity, spoke on when state gov-
ernment and state officers can be
sued in federal and state courts. It
also covered the recent and pending
Supreme Court cases, as well as pro-
vided a thorough coverage of the law
in this area. This audio program is
accompanied by written materials.

Administrative Adjudication—A
Comprehensive View
Adjudication in the administrative
forum is a relatively unknown spe-
cialty area of practice. This program
focused on aspects of practice in the
administrative forum, including pre-
sentations on evidentiary rules in
administrative forums, the art of
judging in hearings, case presenta-
tions, Article 78 discussions and
more. This program will be available
in audio format and will be accompa-
nied by written materials.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Buy one video
or audio album and multiple copies
of the course materials for group use.
Each member of the group may earn
MCLE credit—call our CLE Registrar
for more details.

*Only attorneys in practice for more
than two years can earn MCLE cred-
its through the use of tapes.
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Get 
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on a 
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Yes, I would like to volunteer for an Attorneys in Public Service subcommittee.
(You must be a NYSBA member to serve on a subcommittee).
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NYSBA MembershipApplication
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State Bar Association.
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Send Information on the Dues Waiver Program

Please return this application to: 

Join Today — 
It Pays to Be a Member
NYSBA membership will:

• help you earn MCLE credits — 
anywhere and anytime;

• allow you access to outstanding
personal and professional 
development resources;

• keep you updated on current 
legal issues in New York law;

• help you to become part of a 
growing nationwide network 
of legal professionals;

• enable you to have an impact 
on the profession;

• link you to a number of money 
and time saving technology 
resources.

Phone 518.487.5577    
FAX 518.487.5579    
E-mail: membership@nysba.org
http://www.nysba.org

Membership Department 
New York State Bar Association
One Elk Street
Albany NY 12207 


